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WILLIAM DESMOND OBRIEN APPELLANT 1879

AND FeVy.4
1880

THE QUEEN RESPONDENT
13

ON APPEAL FROM TilE EXChEQUER COURT OF CANADA

Petition of right ContractGlaim for extra workCertificate of

engineerCondition prcceclent31 Vic ch 12

The suppliant engaged by contract under seal dated 4th December

1872 with the Minister of Public Works to construct finish and

complete for lump sum of $78000 deep sea wharf at the

Richmond station at halifax agreeably to the plans in

the engineers office and specifications and with such directions

as would be giveli by the engineer in charge during the pro

gress of the work By the 7th clause of the contract no extra

work could be performed unless ordered in writing by tlìe

engineer in charge before the execution of the work By

PRE5ENT_Ritchie and Strong Fournier Henry and Ta

chereau
34
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1880 letter dated 26th August 1873 the Minister of Public Works

authorized the suppliant to make an addition to the wharf by
RIN

the erection of superstructure to be used as coal floor for

THE QUEEN the additional sum of $18400 Furthei extra work which

amounted to $2781 was performed under another letter from

the Public Works Department The wqrk was completed and

on the final certificate of the Governments engineer in charge

of the works the sum of $9681 as the balance due was paid to

the suppliant who gavC the following receipt dated 30th April

1875 Received from the Intercolonial Railway in full for all

amounts against the government for works under contract as

follows Richmond deep water wharf works for storage of coals

works for bracing wharf rebuilding two stone cribs the sum of

$9681 The suppliant sued for extra work which he alleged

was not covered by the payment made on the 30th April 1875

and also for damages caused to him by deficiency in and irregu

larity of payments The petition was dismissed with cost and

rule nisi for new trial was ubsequently moved for and dis

charged

Held affirmingjudgment of Court below That all the work per

formedby the suppliant for the government was either contract

work within the plans or specifications or extra work within the

meaning of the 7th clause of the contract and that he was

paid in full the contract price and also the price of all extra

work for which he could produce written authority and that

written authority of the engineer and the estimate of the value

of the work are conditions precedent to the right of the sup

pliant to recovei payment for any other extra work Henry

dissenting

Per Ritchie J.That neither the engineer nor the clerk of the

works nor any subordinate officer in charge of any of the works

of the Dominion of Ganada have any power or authority express

or implied under the law to bind the Crown to any contract or

expenditure not specially authorized by the express terms of

contract duly entered into between the Crown and the contrac

tor according to law and then only in the specific manner pro

vided for by the express terms of the contract

APPEAL from judgment of the Exchequer Court of

Canada discharging rule nisi for new trial in

petition of right case tried before Fournier

The suppliant filed petition of right claiming

compensation for extra work performed in connection
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with the building deep sea wharf and coal floor 1880

at the Richmond Station at Halifax N.S OBRIEN

The petition alleged as follows
THE QUEEN

That on the fourth day of December in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two

your suppliant by articles of agreement under seal and

duly executed in duplicate between your suppliant of

the first part and Her Majesty Queen Victoria repro
sented by the Honorable the Minister of Public Works

of the Dominion of Canada of the second part bound

and obliged himself to construct complete and finish

in every respect to the satisfaction of the said Minister

all the work required in and for the construction of

deep-water wharf at or near the Richmond Station of

the Nova Scotia Railway in the said Province of Nova

Scotia and in accordance vith certain plans and speci

fications also duly signed remaining on record in the

Department of Public Works for said Dominion of

canada which said plans and specifications are respec

tively deemed and taken and read as part and parcel of

said agreement as by reference thereto will fully and

at large appear In consideraton whereof Her Majesty

Queen Victoria represented by the said Minister afore

said agreed to pay the sum of seventy-eight thousand

dollars to be paid according to certain schedule of prices

designated to be used to ascertain the approximate value

of the work done And it was further agreed that if

any change or alteration either in the position or details

of any part of the work during the progress thereof

your suppliant the contractor was bound to make such

alteration or change and if such alteration or change

should entail extra expense on him the same was to be

allowed him

That your suppliant proceeded with the work
That in the summer of the year 1873 material altera

ions were made in the plans changing the original
34
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1880 structure providing for coal floor at an expense of

OBRnN eighteen thousand four hundred dollars as estimated by

QUEEN
the Engineer This alteration proving injurious to the

tructure further sum of two thousand seven hun

dred dollars additional was estimated by the Engineer

for bracing the structure On the completion of all the

aforesaid works the Engineer required of your sup

pliant to peiform vast amount of extra work in

volving additional labor and expenditure of material

not provided for in any former contract or estimates

That your claimant claimed extra payment therefor

whichthe Engineer refused to allow but obliged your

suppliant to do the work which he did under protest

always claiming however that such work should be

paid for as extra

That your suppliant alleges that the extra work for

which he claims compensation consists of additiOnal

fenders besides other works extra ballasts scarfing

timbers substitution of long for short timbers labor

and material occasianed by alteration of plan of eleva

tion alterations in site and level of elevation additional

piles required and furnished extra bracing and framing

to cribs longitudinal framing for elevation scarfing

longitudinal timber cutting ends of logs under low wa
ter for which marine divers were employed at great ex

pense extra fenders for cribs and floors all these be

sides divers other additional work and labor were requir

ed to be doneand which compelled your suppliant to lay

out and expend divers large sums of money in the em

ployment of labor and purchase of materialfor which

he has received no compensation whatever

Your suppliant alleges that the foregoing outlay and

expenditure of labor and material was rendered ab

solutely necessary from the want of proper foresight

in making the original plans and for not providing for

the additional strain or pressure on the work occasioned
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by the alterations and additions hereinbefore set forth. 1880

That this additional work was ordered by the engineer OBRIEN

or officer in charge was strictly performed as directed THE QUEEN
but has never been paid for

Your suppliant alleges that he sustained great

damage and loss from inequality of payments falling

very far short of what he was strictly entitled to under

the contracts and amount of work done he also sus

tained heavy loss and damage from the great irregu

larity of payments which not only crippled his opera-

tions but put him to loss and expense in prOcuriug

money which was long overdue him under his contract

and which even if it had been paid with reasonable

punctuality would have saved him large amount of

interest expended ill obtaining money elsewhere

Your suppliant alleges that his claim for compen

sation does not come within the provisions of the Act

of 31st Vic entitled An Act respecting the Public

Works of Canada or Acts in amendment thereof

because under the terms of the contract signed by

suppliant it is provided that the determinationof any

matter of difference arising out of or concerned with

the same shall be decided by the Minister or Architect

or by an Engineer or Officer of the Department and

that his claim for compensation comes strictly withiii

the provisions of the Act passed during the last Session

of the Dominion of Canada entitled An Act to

prov-ide for the Institution of Suits against the Crown

by Petition of Right and respecting procedure in

Crown suits

Your suppliant therefore humbly prays that

The Attorney General on behalf of Her Majesty by

his answer admitted the contract and said

admit that the suppliant proceeded with the

work mentioned in the said contract and that certain

alterations were made in the plan thereof providing for
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1880 coal floor and that the cost of such alterations was

OBRIEN estimated by the engineer in charge and agreed to by

QUEEN
the suppliant at the sum of $18400

admit that additional bracing was required in

the work and that the sum of $2781 was estimated by

the engineer and agreed to by the suppliant as the

cost thereof

The price which the suppliant was to receive for

alterations occasioned by the construction of the coal

floor and the extra bracing as aforesaid was agreed to

by the suppliant as aforesaid before he did the work
and the supplicant was fully paid and satisfied the

original contract price of $78000 and also the other

two sums of $18400 and of $2781 before the institu

tion of this suit

Besides the last mentioned sums the suppliant

demanded and was paid before suit sum of $400 as

and for the cost of repairs of crib or cribs in the said

work of faulty construction to which the suppliant had

no just claim inasmuch as by the terms of contract he

was bound to lay the same down in proper and

sufficient manner without any extra remuneration

beyond the contract price

After all the works in the said petition mentioned

were fully completed by the suppliant to wit on the

30th day of April A.D 1875 there was settlement of

accounts between the suppliant and the engineer in

charge of the said works acting thereon on behalf of

Her Majesty when it was found that there was

balance due to the suppliant in respect to the said

works of $9681 and upon the last mentioned day

the said sum of $9681 was paid to the suppliant and

was received and accepted by him in full satisfaction

and discharge of all demands against Her Majesty in

respect of the said works

The suppliant performed noie Qf the ok nem
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tioned in the said petition after the last mentioned 1880

settlement of accounts and payment and deny that OBRIEN

the petitioner has any just claim against Her Majesty QUEEN
in respect of any of the matters mentioned in the said

petition and plead the said settlement and payment

as complete bar thereto

deny that with the exception of the extra works

hereinbefore mentioned and which have been fafly

paid for as aforesaid any other work was perform9d by

the suppliant for which he was or is entitled to be paid

over and above the contract price

Such of the works mentioned in the third para

graph of the suppliants petition as were in fact done

were done in the proper construction and completion of

the works comprised in the contract and to remedy

defects therein and to make the same conform to the

terms of the contract and in fulfilment thereof and not

otherwise

10 deny that the outlay and expenditure of labor

and material mentioned in the third and fourth para

graphs of the said petition were rendered necessary by

the want of foresight in making the original plans or

by not providing for the additional strain or pressure

on the work occasioned by the alterations and additions

in the said petition mentioned and say that except

the alterations hereinbefore mentioned and which have

been paid for as aforesaid no alterations in or additions

to the said work were ordered by the engineer or officer

in charge or were performed by the suppliant except

what was required to complete the work in proper

manner according to the requirements of the contract

11 submit that the Honorable the Minister of

Public Works having through the enginer in charge

as the fact is determined that the works mentioned in

the said petition other than those paid for as aforesaid

were within the terrs of the sa contract and the
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1880 plans and specifications the said determination is final

OBIUEN and conclusiye upon the suppliant under the 9th clause

TUE QUEEN
of the said contract and is bar to this suit

12 The suppliant was bound by the terms of the

contract to have the said work completed by the 30th

day of April 1873 but it was not finished until about

the end of the year 1874 and Her Majesty might justly

havO claimed large sum for damages for the said delay

and fr expens of superintendence under the 11th

clause of the said contract but submit that all mat

ters ih question between Her Majesty and the sup

pliant were finally settled by the payment of the

80th day of April 1875 hereinbefore mentioned

13 deny that the suppliant has any just ground of

complaint by reason of delay or irregularity of pay-

meiit as alleged in the 5th paragraph of the said peti

tion He was at his special request paid the sum of

$15000 on account of materials before he had any part

thereof on the ground He was afterwards regularly

paid on progress estimates given by the engineer who

on some occasions however necessarily and properly

delayed giving the same until faulty work was done

according to his directions but which the suppliant for

some time refused to do

14 charge that the suppliant has been fully paid

and satisfied for all the work comprised in the said con

tract and for all the extra work he was authorized in

writing to do according to the terms of the 7th clause

of the said contract and that he is bound by the amount

of the said extra work as determined by the engineer

in charge as also provided in the said 7th clause

15 pray on behaf of Her Majesty that the said

petition may be dismissed with costs

The portions of the agreement which bear on the

matters in cofltroversy are as follows

ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT entered into oii the
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fourth day of December in the year of our Lord one 1S80

thousand eight hundred and seventy-two and made in OBRIEN

duplicate between William Desmond OBrien of
THE QUEEN

the City of Halifax in the Province of Nova

Scotia contractor of the first part and Her Majesty

Queen Victoria represented herein by the Minister

or Public Works of the Dominion of Canada of the

second part Witness that the party of the first part

hereby binds and obliges himself his heirs and assigns

to and in favor of Her said Majesty her heirs and suc

cessors for and in consideration of the covenants con

ditions and agreements hereinafter mentioned to find

all necessary tools implements and materials whatso

ever and to construct complete and finish in every

respect to the satisfaction of the said Minister in

good substantial and workmanlike manner agreeably to

the true intent and meaning of the specification here

unto annexed and duly signed ne varietur by the

parties hereto and in accordance with the plans also

duly signed remaining on record in the Department of

Public Works where reference thereto may be had

All the work required in and for the construction of

deep water wharf at or near the Richmond Station of

the Nova Scotia Railway in the said Province of Nova

Scotia

The whole to be completed and finished and to be in

every respect ready for use on or before the thirtieth

day of April one thousand eight hundred and

seventy-three

In consideration whereof Her Majesty Queen Victoria

represented by the said Minister as aforesaid doth

hereby promise and agree to pay to the party of the first

part or to the heirs assigns or legal representatives of

the party of the first part the rates and prices herein

after mentioned which shall be computed in currency

and payment thcreof will be made by Her said Majesty
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1880
according to the provisions of the Act thirty-first Vie-

OBRIEN .toria ch twelve that is to say

ThE QUEEN For the full final and satisfactory completion of the

said wharf agreeable to the plans in the Engineers

office and specification hereunto annexed and with such

directions as shall be given by the engineer or officers in

charge during the progress of the work the party of

the first part shall be paid by Her Majesty represented

by the said party of the second part the sum of seventy-

eight thousand dollars And for the purposes of month

ly certificates the following schedule of prices shall be

used to ascertain the approximate value of the work

done but in no case shall the whole contract price of

seventy-eight thousand dollars be exceeded that being

the total amount which the said party of the first part

is to receive from the said party of the second part for

the full and final completion of the said wharf

And the said party of the first part and Her said

Majesty represented as aforesaid do hereby declare

covenant and agree that the said contract and under

taking shall be and is further made and entered into

by them the said party of the first part and Her said

Majesty represented as aforesaid under the express

agreements stipulations covenants and conditions fol

lowing that is to say

Firstl.That payments of the price hereinbefore

mentioned shall be made to the party of the first part

within ten days after an estimate of the engineer or

officer in charge shall have been received by the Min

ister specifying the amount of work done to the satis

faction of the said Minister or of his Engineer during the

month then ending but that nevertheless it shall be

lawful for Her Majesty to withhold from the party of

the first part and retaiü ten per cent out of the amount

of the estimates until the perfect completion of the work

and the acceptance of the same by the Minister which
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ten per cent so withheld and retained shall be paid 1880

with the last instalment within ten days after the en

gineer or officer in charge shall have delivered to the
THE QUEEN

$inister his final estimate of the work performed and

the materials furnished in virtue of these presents with

detailed measurements weights and his certificat

of the work having been fully completed and finished

if the Minister shall so soon have accepted and approved

of the work and that in forming his final estimate the

engineer or other officer shall not be hound or

governed by the preceding monthly estimates which

shall be taken and considered merely as approximate

Provided always and it is further agreed that Her said

Majesty from time to time during the progress of the

works may pay to the party of the first part the whole

or any portion of the ten per cent so withheld and re

tained

Fourthly.T hat all materials for the said work shall

be inspected and approved of before being used eitherby

the Minister or such person as he may appoint and any

materials disapproved of shall not be used in the work

and if not removed by the party of the first part when

directed by the minister or his engineer or person in

charge then the rejected materials shall be removed by

the Minister his engineer or person in charge to such

place as he may deem proper at the cost and charge

and at the risk of the party of the first part but it is

distinctly understood and agreed that the inspection

and approval of materials shall not in any wise subject

Her said Majesty to pay for the said materials or any

portion thereof unless employed or used in the said

works nor prevent the rejection afterwards of any

portion thereof which may turn out unsound or unfit

to be used in the work nor shall such inspection be

considered as any waiver of objection to the work on
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1880 the account of the unsoundness or imperfection of they

OBRIEN materials used

rni FFN veiathly.That if any change or alteration either-S

in th position or details of any part of the work shill

be require4 by the said minister during the progress

thereof the party of the first part is hereby bound to

make such alteration or change and if such alteratioi

or change shall entail extra expense on the saidparty

of the first part either in labor or materials the same

shall be allowed to the said party of the first part or

should it be saving to the said party .of the first part in

either labor or materials the same shall bededucted from

the amount of this contract in eithercase the amount is

to be determined by the estimate made by the Minister

his engineer or officer in charge But no such change or

alteration whatever may be the extent or quality

thereof or at whatever time the same may be required

to be made pending the said coNtract shall in any wise

have the effect of suspending superseding annulling or

rescinding this contraŁt which shall continue to sub-

sist notwithstanding any such change or alteration

and every such change or alteration shall be performed

and made by the said party of the first part under and

subject tO the conditions stipulations and covenants

herein expressed as if such change or alteration had

been expressed or specified in the terms of this contract

and should the said party of the first part be required

by Her Majesty represented as aforesaid to do any work

or furnish any materials for which there is not any price

specified in this contract the same shall be paid for at the

estimated price of the engineer in charg of the works

but no change or alteration as aforesaid whatever and

no extra work whatever shall be done without the writ

ten authority of the engineer in charge given prior to the

executioii of such work nor will any allowance or pay-
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ment whatever be made for the same in case it should 1880

be done without such authority OBRIEN

EigIthiy.That the party of the first part shall flOtTJ QUEEN

in any way dispose of sub-let or re-let any portion of

the work embraced in this contract except the procur

ing of rnaterial.s

Ninthl.Should any difference of opinion arise as

to the construction to be put upon any part of the

specifications or plans the same shall be determined by

the minister alone and such determination shall he final

and conclusive and binding upon the parties to this con

tract and every of them

Fourteenthly.The specification hereunto annexed

together with the plans of the work herein agreed to

be performed shall respectively be deemed taken and

read as parts and parcels of these presents as if the

same were actually embodied herein

The following clauses of the specifications were re

ferred to
On figure one are laid down three parallel lines

of soundings taken on west side centre and east side of

wharf but contractors are required to verify the same

before tendering for th work as soon as the work is

ºommenced accurate soundings for each crib must be

made by the contractor that the outline of the bottom

may be known previous to their being founded and

provision must be made for the slope of the ground by

stepping the bottom courses in the manner shewn on the

plan as each crib must be carried up perfectly level

The cribs must be placed in straight line and

at the proper distances apart and if considered neces

sary by the engineer or officer in charge of the work

guide piles shall be driven to assist in founding each

crib and preserving the alignment

13 So soon as it is considered by the engineer or

officer in charge that firm foundation has been obtained
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1880 and the cribs have settled to their position they will be

OBRIEN connected at the top both in horizontal and transverse

ThE QUEEN
direction by three rows of timber each row having two

courses and being secured to the cribs by iron bolts

inch diameter the timbers on the outside are to be

squared to 12 inches on three sides and the remainder

flatted on the upper and undr sides to 12 inches in

depth

26 The contractor must exercise great care in sink

ing the cribs and distribute the weight of stone over

the whole area that they may strike the bottom when

perfectly plumb

28 The work throughout must be executed in sub

stantial and workmanlike manner in accordance with

the plan and specification and to the satisfaction of the

engineer or officer in charge who shall have full power
and authority to reject any materials or workmanship
not in accordance with the true intent and meaning of

tbis specification as expressed or understood

29 This specification together with the plan exhib

ited are to be taken to give general idea of the work

required and omissions in either are not to be consid

ered as invalidating the contract and parties tendering

must embrace everything in their tender whether

mentioned or not as they will be required to complete

the work according to the true intent and meaning of

the specification and plan at the contract sum
30 The bulk sum mentioned in the tender must

include the entire cost of furnishing all labor materials

tools and machinery and every contingency connected

with the work and the contractor is to assume all risks

and make good at his own cost any damage which

may result from loss of materials or otherwise by storms

or from any other cause whatsoever during the progress

-of the work and up to its full and
satisfactory comple

tion
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31 Contractors must prepare for themselves an 1880

estimate of the quantities of material required for the OBrien

work and shew the same in the schedule attached to the
TaE QUEEN

tender

34 Payments will be made as the work proceeds on

the certificate of the engineer less 10 per cent to be

retained until the completion of the contract

The case was tried in May A.D 1877 before the Hon
Mr Justice Fournier who delivered the following

judgment ----

The suppliant contractor on the 4th day of Decem

ber 1872 entered into contract with Her Majesty

represented by the Honorable the Minister of Public

Works of the Dominion of Canada to construct deep-

water wharf at or near the Richmond Station of the

Nova Scotia Railway in the Province of Nova Scotia

All the works mentioned and detailed in the said con

tract in accordance with the plans and specifications

which are deemed and taken and read as part and

parcel of the contract were duly executed by the con

tractor and were as admitted by suppliant paid for

Suppliant avers that by special agreement he bound

and obliged himself to construct on the said wharf

structure providing for coal floor with additional

trestle-work to support an elevated railway for the sum

of 18400 and that he also performed additional extra

work to the amount of two thousand seven hundred

and eighty-one dollars

He admits also to have been paid these two last men
tioned sums He does not therefore make any claim

for these works which are only referred to for the pur

pose of better understanding the subsequent averments

of his petition of right Suppliants actual claim is

based on the fact that on the completion of all the afore

said works the engineer who was in charge of the

works required him to perform vast amount oj extra
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1880 work involving additional labor and expenditure of

OBRIEN mateiial not provided for in any former contracts or

estimates The works for which he claims cOmpensa
THE QUEEN

tion are enumerated in the third paragraph of his peti

ion and are as follows

June July and August 1873Divers and as

sistants employed in removing boulder

stones and fixingballast to sustain cribs

on the outside $600 08

Ballast for same 160 00

October 187325 and 30 feet timbers in

front of 28 cribs 345 tons at $7 2415 00

Directed by Engineer and insisted upon

by contractor as extra

October 22 1873Extra pay to Graham Bros

for change in plan of elevation after

contract 300 00

May 1874First raising trestle work.

cash paid 100 00

Tjmber for same60 tons at $8 480 00

July 1874 Scarfing long timbers ordered

by Engineer but not required by con

tract .300 00

Sept Oct and Nov 1874135 fenders at $7

not in specification 945 00

Nov 187472 extra fenders on cribs $8 576 00

Nov 10 22 piles 60 feet each 1320 feet

at 75c per foot 990 00

Outside crib framingand bracing 2000

board measure at.$40 80 00

Inside cribs framing and bracing 6500

board measure 260 00

Cutting off by divers of ends of logs to

depth of 20 feet under low water on all

oufsidecribs 2000 00

Damage and loss sustained by deficiency
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in and irregularity of payment ex- 18S0

pense incurred in procuring money else-

where when same due and payable THE QUEEN
under contract interest 1500 00

$11166 00

Suppliant also claims interest on amount of claim

from date of petition of right until judgment
It is also alleged that these extra works were render

ed absolutely necessary from the want of proper fore

sight in making the original plans and for not provid

ing for the additional strain or pressure occasioned by
the structure necessary for coal floor and the trestle

work erected on one side of the wharf

Another averment is for the damage and loss he sus

tained from the inequality of payments and insufficiency

of the monthly progress estimates

And lastly it is alleged that suppliants claim for

compensation does not come within the provisions of the

Act of 31st Vic oh 12 entitled An Act respecting the

Public Works of Canada but comes strictly within the

provisions of the Act intituled The Petition of Right
Act of 1876

With reference to this allegation it is as well to dis

pose of it at once by stating that the contract in ques
tion formally declared that it was entered into in

accordance with the provisions of the Act 31 Vic ch

12 respecting the Public Works of Canada will not

therefore say anything further on this point

It will be seen by this summary of the petition

of the suppliant that his claim can be stated in the

following words 1st For extra works rendered

necessary from the want of proper foresight on the

part of the engineer in making the original plans

for the construction of the wharf 2nd For extra

works rendered necessary by not having previous
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1880 ly calculated what would be the consequenàes of

OBe1EN altering the original plan in constructing coal floor

THE QUEEN
and trestle-work for an elevated railway on the wharf

The defence produced in the name of Her Majesty by
the Attorney G-eneralof the Dominion admits that the

sitppliant was entitled 1st to the sum of $78000 as the

amount of the original contract 2nd to $18400 being

the price of the coal floor and trestle work 3rd to

sum of $27S1 for djvers extra works ordered by the

engineer 4th to sum of $400 for repairs which

amount though not legally due was admitted

Beside these admissions it is also pleaded that final

settlement took place and payment was made The

defence is worded as follows

After all the works mentioned in the said petition.were fully com

pleted by the suppliant on the 30th day of April 1875 there

was settlement of accounts between the suppliant and engineer-in-

chief of the said works acting thereon on behalf of Her Majesty

when it was found that there was balance due to the suppliant in

respect of the said works of $9681 and upon the last mentioned

day the sum of $968.l was paid to the suppliant and accepted by

him in full satisfaction and discharge of all demand against Her

Majesty in respect of the said works

By the 11th paragraph of the defence the decision

rendered on the suppliants claim by the Minister of

Public Works is invoked as being final and as being

peremptory answer to suppliants demands viz
submit that the Minister of Public Works having through the

engineer-in-charge as the fact is determined that the works men-

tioned in the said petition others than those paid for asaforesaid

were within the terms of the said contract and the plans specifica

tions the said determination is final and conclusive upon the suppliant

under the 9th clause of the said contract and is bar to this suit

The other paragraphs of the defence deny specially

each and every allegation of the said petition

The principal question which arises in this case is

whether the suppliant has established his right to be

raid the value of the extra works he alleges to have
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performed In order to answer this question it is neces 1880

sary that reference should be made to the agreement OBN
entered into between the suppliant and Hei Majesty.fl SEEN
Towards the end of the year 1872 the Honorable the

Minister of Public Works wishing to have deep water

wharf constructed as before stated ordered plans and

specifications of the works to be prepared in order to

receive tenders for the work The suppliants tender

having been accepted on the 4th of December of the

same year contract duly signed by the suppliant and

the Honorable the Minister of Public Works and

countersigned by the Secretary of Public Works and

sealed with the official seal of the Department of Public

Works was executedin conformity with the provisions

of ch 12 31 ITic By this contract the suppliant bound

and obliged himself to construct and complete on or

before the 80th April 1873 to the satisfaction of the

Minister of Public Works and in accordance with the

specifications annexed to the said contract all the works

required in and for the construction of the said deep

water wharf and as consideration for the complete

execution of the siad work in accordance with the

plans and specifications and directions to be given to

him by the engineer who would be in charge of the

said works the suppliant was to receive from Her

Majesty the sum of $78000 payable by monthly instal

ments on the certificate of the engineer stating the

quantity of work done during the month

By the 7th clause of the contract which provides for

alterations which the Minister of Public Works may
deem necessary during the progress of the work and

for any increase or diminution of price which these

alterations might cause it was expressly agreed and

declared that in either case the amount was to be deter

mined by the Minister his engineer or other officer in

charge and that such alterations would be made subject

35
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18S0 to the provisions of the contract and in the same man-

OBRIEN ner as if said alterations and changes were inserted and

THE QUEEN specified in the said contract

This clause concludes as follows

But no change or alteration as aforesaid whatever shall be done

without the written authority of the engineer in charge given prior

to the execution of such work nor will any allowance or payment

whatever be made for the same in case it should be done without

such authority

According to the terms of the contract no extra work

can be performed except as provided for that is to say

If ordeied in writing by the engineer in charge before the execu

tion of the work

Has this condition under which alone the suppliant

can have the legal right of being paid for his alleged

extra work been complied with Does the suppliant

produce in support of his claim any written authority

signed by the engineer No
On the contrary when he is questioned he declares

he has received no such authority and does not produce

any. He refers however to letter from engineer Mc
ilTabb dated 10th November 1874 as written authority

for certain items of his claim This letter is produced

but on reading it it is evident that the works therein

mentioned were ordered as works within the terms of

the contract It is in the following terms

It is necessary that the following works reported upon by the clerk

of works should be performed by you under your contract for the

construction of the Richmond wharf and beg to request that you

will lose no time in their execution

In letter of later date 19th January 1875

in answer to demand of payment for extras the

engineer referring in the following words to -what

he had answered him in his letter of the 10th November

says You will observe that no payment will be

allowed for the four first items named in my letter of
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the 19th November they forming part of the work 1880

mentioned in your contract as stated therein OBRIEN

It is clear to my mind from the admissions of the
THE QUEEN

suppliant and from hiscorrespondence with the Engineer

that no written authority was ever given to the suppli

ant to perform the said work He is necessarily bound

by the clauses of the contract he has signed and which

furnish direct answer to the case viz that he shall

be refused payment for any extra work done without

written authority Can he now complain of his

position and address himself to Court of Justice in

order to have his contract set aside and be relieved of

his obligations Certainly not

It is an elementary principle that agreements made

between parties are binding in law on those who make

them and that Courts of Justice have no other power
than to enforce the execution of the agreements

Judge must also respect them and it is only when the

terms of the agreements are uncertain or doubtful

that he should intervene in order to interpret the

agreement in such cases in accordance with the inten

tion of the parties but he has no power to make

contract other than the one they mutually agreed upon

This is certainly not case in which the Judge can

exercise his power The clause above cited and which

has reference to extra work is so clear and precise that

it does not admit of doubt Such clause is binding

It has been decided frequently by Courts of Justice in

number of cases of which will give list later on

It would not he necessary for me to add anything further

and might dispose of that part of the suppliants claim

which has reference to extra work without examining

the evidence offered in support of this portion of the

petition but think it is as well to ascertain if the

work done is
really extra work for which the suppliant

worUa be entjtled to recover had he complied with
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1880 the condition or formality of obtaining written author-

OBRIEN ity from the engineer or if it is.work done as stated

THE QUEEN by the engineer within the terms of the contract or

again if it is work done in consequence of the unskil

fuliiess of the contractor or as one of the risks he

undertook when he signed his contract

This will endeavor to ascertain by going over the

items of the suppliants claim not in the order given in

his bill of particulars but as classed by the suppliant

himself when giving his evidence The first two items

of his bill which as he states refer to the said work
are for works which he was required to do in con

sequence of want of proper foresight on the part of

the engineer and of the insufficiency of information

given as to the nature of the soil or bottom on which

he was to rest the foundations of the wharf The

work consisted in removing boulder stones which pre
vented him from fixing his cribs on level on the bot

tom on which they were to rest and also in fixing bal

last to sustain cribs on the outside

He admits having executed the work without being

directed to do so and that he did so in order to protect

the work already done and which would .have been

otherwise endangered

The works were in jeopardy because the ground be

neath the water was very steep and irregular and the

cribs constructed in what they call steps according

to the plan had no firm hold on the bottom and the

result was they had tendency to step

He says he placed his cribs in accordance with the

plan and the work Was done to protect the cribs which

were in danger from the unevenness of the bottom

This was no fault of his It is true the plan in order

to give general idea of the way in which the cribs

should be placed shows that the lower parts of the

eibs to have firnT hold ou tle bottom shoul4 be con
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structed like the steps of stairs The plan does not 1880

exactly correspond with the unevenness of the bottom OBRIEN

and the suppliant concluded that the work claimed THE QUEEN
under these two items was necessitated in consequence

of the insufficiency of the plan and want of proper fore.

sight on the part of the engineer However after giv

ing this explanation in the first part of his evidence he

states afterwards that it was only after the shifting of

some of the cribs that he employed divers to examine

the foundations and that it was only through his own

experience that he was able to know what the bottom

was like and to ascertain that the engineer was as

ignorant as himself on this point Now whose duty

was it more especially to make the necessary soundings

to know the outline of the bottom
Do not the specifications oblige the contractor to per

form certain work in reference to these soundings

Yes most certainly The work is distinctly specified

and he must have entirely forgotten that he was ob

liged to perform it for there can be no other reason

why he makes claim for these two items To settle

this point it is ufficient to refer to the specifications

By the 4th clause the party who tenders is notified that

soundings made at the places marked by three parallel

lines on the plan should be verified before tendering

for work Thus even before putting in his tender

suppliant was cautioned as to the foundations He is

told that he must verify the soundings made by the

engineer The reason for this no doubt was because

the Government did not care to cause disappointment

to contractors or wish to incur any responsibility in

consequence of the insufficiency of these soundings

Thus notified was it not the duty of every person who
desired to tender to ascertain most precisely what the

nature of the foundations were in order to ask price

calculatl on difficulties which did uQt appear by th
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1S80 soundings made by the engineer but which by the

OBRIEN terms of the contract he was bound to include in his

THE QUEEN
estimate.

Not only is the party who tenders cautioned to be

prudent but once he becomes the contractor his first

duty is

As soon as the work is commenced accurate soundings for each

crib must be made by the contractor so thatthe outline of the bottom

may be known previous to their being founded and provision must

be made for the slope of the ground by stepping the bottom courses

in the manner shown on the plan as each crib must be carried up

perfectly level

This certainly seems sufficient to leave no doubt as

to the duty of the contractor with regard to the founda

tions but sections 13 and 16 of the specifications prove

in more positive manner if it is possible the neces

sity for the contractor comply with this obligation

by stating that the contractor shall not brace together

the cribs until the engineer in charge shall be satisfied

that the contractor has got solid foundation and that

the cribs have settled to their position The 16th clause

is as follows

The contractor must exercise great care in sinking the cribs and

distribute the weight of stone over the whole area that they may
strike the bottom when perfectly plumb

Now if the suppliant did not deem it necessary to

make soundings before making his tender if he did

not complete the soundings as it was his duty to do

when he commenced the work if he did not protest

the engineer in order to ascertain if the foundation was

firmif he did not ask his opinion or exact report as

to whether the cribs had settled to their position in

order to continue without any danger his works if

after neglecting to take the necessary precautions it

was only after an accident that he perceived the founda

tions were bad who should be responsible for the con

sequences Is riot the party who had neglected to
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take the necessary precautionary means which were 1880

imposed on him in his interest by his contract Most OBRIEN

assuredly he alone is responsible The Crown could
THE QUEEN

not without injustice be made responsible for what

it has positively guarded against

Moreover whatever might be the consequences it is

one of those risks which the suppliant has assumed in

virtue of the 80th clause of the specification viz

The bulk sum mentioned in the tender must include the entire

cost of furnishing all labor materials tools and machinery and every

contingency connected with the work and the contractor is to assume

all risk and make good at his own cost am damage which may result

from loss of materials or otherwise by storms or from any other cause

whatsoever during the progress of the work and up to its full and

satisfactory completion

must also add that the suppliant admits that pre

vious to the filing of his petition of right he did not

ask payment for these two items He relied so little

upon this part of his claim that he only made it known

for the first time four years after the works were com

pleted when he prepared the bill of particulars annexed

to the present petition

Would it not have been better for him not to include

these two ill-founded items in his claim

For the above reasons do not hesitate to declare that

the work included in items and were rendered neces

sary in consequence of want of foresight on the part of

the suppliant and because he did not comply with the

conditions of the contract and of the specifications in

regard to the foundations On this part of his demand

he cannot even rely on equity

The third item of suppliants claim is $2415 for hav

ing placed 25 and 30 feet timbers in front of twenty

eight cribs by order of the engineer By the specifica

tions the shore cribs are smaller than the outer cribs

which were to be sixty by twenty-five feet The 22nd
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.1880 clause of the specifications refers to these outer cribs in

OBRIEN the following words

ThE QUEEN In building the three large cribs both logs and square timber are

to break joint at least eight feet

If no specification- of the length the logs and square

timber to be used iii building the smaller cribs is

given it is because the plan sufficiently shows that the

timber must be of the same length as the cribs viz

25 to 30 feet without .brea/eingj..int the break joint in

section 22 refers to the large cribs only in order to show

that they may be different from the others

In this paragraph of the specifications the sup

pliant deemed there was singular contradiction and

that he would be guilty of an error of architecture in not

breaking joint True it does appear strange at first

-to say that it is necessary to employ timber of

greater length for building smaller cribs than you

would for large cribs but the engineer in accordance

with the specification in his correspondence as well as

in his evidence explains this in satisfactory manner

In his letter of the 2nd October 1873 in answer to

suppliants contention the engineer in charge says

The clause in the specifications referring to joints broken at eight

feet refers the sides of the long cribs 60 25 but not to the end as

jt would not be possible to get them of the former length unless at

great expense The sides of the large cribs are treated in manner

similar to solid or cpntinuous crib work which necessitates the

joints to be broken at proper distance

In the same letter he insists on his using timber of

the same length as the short cribs will cite his

rords

regret that cannot withdraw the objection made to your using

short pieces of
square timber for the cribs There can be no diffi

culty whatever in your procuring timber 30 and 25 feet long and

even if such were the case it is of the first importance that such

difficulty should be met and overcome when it has so direct con

nection with the strength and durability of the work not to speak of

the workmanship
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am of opinion that the engineer has thus correctly 1880

interpreted the specifications and the plan It must OBRIEN

also be borne in mind that in such cases his opinion is
ThE QUEEN

to determine for the suppliant has so covenanted by

the 28th clause of the specifications which form part of

the contract and is as follows

The work throughout must be executed in substantial manner

in accordance with the plan and this specification and to the satis

faction of the engineer or officer in charge who shall have full

power and authority to reject any materials or workmanship not in

accordance with the true intent and meaning of this specification

as expressed or understood

This clause as well as that referring to the payment

of extras is binding provided bad faith is not imputed

to the arbitrator agreed upon The law on this

point is as well settled as on the first this was matter

over which the engineer had entire control and which

he decided in accordance with the meaning of the con

tract am therefore compelled to dismiss also this

item of suppliants claim

Items and refer to change made by the

Governmentin the original plan of the works contracted

for by the suppliant In the month of May 1874

short time after the works were commenced the Hon
orable the Minister of Public Works availing himself

of the 7th clause of the contract which authorizes-him

on certain conditions therein specified to make such

alteration or changes in the work contracted for directed

the engineer to get information as to building on the

said wharf coal floor and trestle work for an elevated

railway Engineer McJTabb had an interview with the

suppliant and explained to him the nature of the work

that was wanted In order to be well understood he

showed him as model similar structure erected on

an adjoining wharf with this difference that it should

be more elevated On this occasion fixed sum of

184OO was agreed upon but the authority of the
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1880 Minister of Public Works was still wanted to complete

OBRIEN the agreement Before it was given the suppliant trans

IaE QUEEN
ferred this new contract to Messrs Graham Brothers

One of them James thereon interviewed engineer

.McNabb who repeated to him what he had already

explained to the suppliant and directed him not to

commence work until he got the plans of the work

These plans were afterwards furnished By the evidence

of McNabb it appears the work was executed on the

model that was given with this difference that it was

slightly more elevated and somewhat larger but in

accordance with the plans It is in consequence of this

difference that suppliant claims as extra the price of

these three items alleging that the change took place

after his verbal contract with engineer McNabb was

concluded It is evident there was an agreement passed

as to this work but at what date Certainly not when

suppliant interviewed McNabb and was told by him

that he had no authority to make the contract unless

authorized by the Minister and that he was not to

commence work before he had been furnished with the

plans The agreement was not therefore binding until

this authorization was obtained and this was given by

telegram on the 1st of September after the plans had

been furnished On that date the contract came into

force Graham in his deposition admits that it

was oniy after he had received the plans he made

binding contract with OBrien It is also proved

that no alteration was ordered after he had received

them But it appears that the suppliant in his eager

ness to dispose of the new contract to Graham with

whom he was making large profit as Graham executed

the work for $6000 for which suppliant was getting

$18400 did not give him sufficient information as to

the size of this new building He was consequently

obliged to pay him $300 which he flQW claims under
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item and to personally incur the expense which forms 1880

items and This expense was incurred because the OBRIEN

work was commenced before the plans were furnished ThE QUEEN
and evidently must be paid for by the suppliant The

engineer by obliging the contractor to increase the

height of the building in accordance with the plan of

the works only did his duty

For these reasons declare and adjudge his claim

under these items ill-founded

Items 10 12 18 and 14 maybe considered together

they proceed from the one cause as suppliant himself

says which was above mentioned change made in

the original plan He claims these works were rendered

necessary because the building of the coal floor and the

elevated railway on trestles on one side of the cribs

weakened very much the wharf

At pp 32 83 and 34 of his evidence he explains in

the following words the effect of the change
To make this new class of work the strength of the works was

weakened very much Owing to that and the nature of this super

incumbent work the elevated railway on trestles being placed on one

side of the cribs caused lodgement on that side and when the work

was completed by agreement it was found the work sank with it and

it did not present perfectly level front Mr McNabb ordered it to

be lifted up which was costly operation to do and to be protected

underneath

You say those two items became necessary in consequence

of the yielding of the work under the original plan Under

the altered plan Had the original work been kept in its

entirety as signed the contract for it would not have yielded

The alteration of the coal yard required the wharf to be lowered some

six feet on one side and the binding was thereby broken up The

binding was broken and weakened the wharf very much

Graham sub-contractor of these works when ex

amined by the suppliant as one of his witnesses cor

roborates this statement he says

think the coal floor had the effect of settling the seaside of the

inner row of cribs the east side..the furthest out into the harbor

Cribs that form the coal floor settled towards the east think it

was the effect of the superstructure
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1880 This witness is not an engineer and his position of

OBRIEN sub-contractor of the suppliant for the same work

THE QUEEN naturally prejudiced him in his favor It will be seen

that in this respect he goes- much further than Keating
the engineer who was also examined as witness on

behalf of the suppliant and who while declaring

that The effect of -lowering part of the wharf for that

floor was bad as it cut the top timbers which run

from side to side of the wharf points out however
that the bad foundations were the principal cause

of the settling of- the wharf of the leaning over

of certain cribs and of the yielding of others He
corroborates on this point McNabb the engineer

and to show this will cite part of his evidence

When asked what caused the yielding of the cribs he

answered

The bottom must have been soft to begin with and of course the

weight of the superstructure -made it settle

Another question being put to him as to whether the

weight of the trestle would cause the difference he

answers

It is the additional weight of any thing that may be put on it in

connection with its use the condition of the bottom and everything

taken together have referred to the structure as whole

Further on he adds

Shore end cribs were canted great- deal The top was bent

towards the sea Pretty nearly all of them This

is owing to soft bottom in one instance their own weight and any

additional weight that may have been put on the top of them

Again in answer to subsequent question he

explains in more precise manner the principal cause

of the setting of the works will -cite the passage

These cribs were put down upon soft bottom and they neces

sarily had some weight of their own and they were intended to be

used for putting heavy weighth upon them how do you conceive they

should have been put down think provision should have been

made for them to rest upon level bottom on solid bottom oi
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some kind or other If this had been done the work would 1880

not have canted
OBitiEN

The canting in your opinion then was not occasionel by the

change from the original structure to the coal door No It may THE QUEEN
have been assisted by the additional weight of that structure put on

top of it

If the cribs had been properly put down the placing of the

trestle voik would have canted them If proper provision

had been made for the bottom it would not

suppose the trestle work was not heavy enough to crush

the cribs No
Then if it was on proper foundation it would not disturb the

cribs No certainly not

It is clear that in this engineers opinion one of the

suppliants witnesses if the foundations had been made

in accordance with the specifications the suppliants

work would not have suffered any damage But in addi

tion to this witness we have the evidence of engineer

McNabb who proves beyond all doubt what really

rendered necessary the additional works comprised in

the different items now under consideration think

it necessary in orer to clealy establish this all

important fact to give an extract of his evidence on

this point The following question was put
It has been said that the change in the plan of structure

necessarily weakened the structure and produced injurious effects to

it what is your opinion My opinion is the alteration did not

weaken it There were more struts beyond the timber than called

for in the original contract and therefore the tendency in my opinion

would be to protect the structure There were more timbers

spanning the western and centre rows of cribs than originally

Now what was the cause of that The canting of the crib
It made serious bend or bow in the wharf

How did it happen The difficulty was in the bottom in

my opinion

see by the specification it says in the first section that it was

the duty of the contractor to ascertain carefuly the nature of the

bottom and place his cribs down in such way that they would be

adapted to the formation of the bottom and come up square

Yes

Now if that had been done would this canting have occurred
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1880 consider if the cribs had touched the solid foundation of the

bottom they would not have canted
RIEN

Would the trestle work which was built upon the cribs or any

THE QUEEN other reasonable weight have canted the cribs if that had been done
dont think it would have been possible for them to have done

so

What did the soundings show tlie formation to be In what

direction did it slant It slanted seawards and it slanted towards

the centre of the structure

.Q That is longitudinally Yes and cross-wise also

So each crib had to be stepped in two ways Yes in two

directions

Would there have been any greatei weight upon the cribs if the

wharf had been constructeçl according to the original design than ac

cording to its present construction think not because they

were reduced in height five feet

And that was all heavy structure Yes it was similar in

character to the balance of the crib

On this point as well as .ou many others engineer

McNabbs opinion is directly opposed to that of sup

pliant McNabb declares tht the yielding and settling

of the wharf which rendered necessary the works

mentioned in the above items is not due to the change

from the original plan but to the bad foundations

have already stated what were the contractors o.bli

gations with regard to the foundations and the placing

down of the cribs and only ..refer to them to show

that the items now under consideration must also be

dismissed for the same reasons as the first item

It cannot be doubted according to the opinions above

cited that had the suppliant taken the precautionary

measures which his contract ha imposed upon him
he would not have been obliged to execute works to

repair the effects of his negligence or his imprudence

and which he now claiins as extras also am of

opinion that this was the reason why the wharf and

the trestlework yielded and why other changes took

place It was to make it substantial and workmanlike

work as has been said in accordance with the plan8
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and specifications that the works mentioned in these 1880

items were deemed necessary OBRIEN

For these reasons cannot admit the suppliant 5TRE QUEEN
contention with respect to these items

now come to items and 15 which should be

separately considered because they are of different cate

gory and are based on different grounds Item refers

to scarfing long timbers ordered by engineer but not

required by contract The contract it is true does not

specify any particular mode of scarfing or joining the

long pieces of timber but in this case as in the former

it is matter of difference of opinion between the

engineer and the contractor as to the right mode of

executing the work scarfing long timbers In such

cases by virtue of the contract the engineer is to deter

mme and his opinion is final For this reason and for

the reasons given at length when considering item

am of opinion that he is not entitled to recover anything

under this item

As to item amounting to $945.00 claimed also as

an extra and which is for having put fenders to the wharf

the suppliant contends that they are not mentioned in

the specifications and that they were not indicated on

the plans furnished to him If the first part of this con

tention is well founded the second is certainly not so It

is true that the fenders are not mentioned in the speci

fications hut there can be no possible mistake as to their

being marked on the plan The plan produced by the

suppliant at the trial shews the position of these fenders

The original produced by the Crown is exactly the

same The fenders are marked on figure No and

they are shewn in other places by dotted lines The

plan is in exactly the same condition as when the sup

pliant signed his contract The size of these fenders

and the manner in which they should be attached to

the wharf is even shewn on the plan It more than
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1880 sufficient to prove that the suppliants claim for this

OBIUEN item is ill-founded deem it again necessary to refer

to item 14 which has already been considered The
rilE QUEEN

supphaut claims under this item $2000 for having

employed divers to cut the ends of the ties or logs

which hold together the two sides of the wharf find

still more complete answer to the suppliants conten

tion on this point than the one have before given

It is to be found in the 8th paragraph of the specifica

tion which is as follows The lpgs are to be notched

inches on the underside at their intersection and the

ends are to project eight inches beyond the face of the

crib

Instead of complyiigwith this condition the sup

pliant allowed the ends of the ties to project much more

than eight inches and that against enginer Mc
Nabbs and superintendent Walshs directions It was

only when the engineer refused to certify to the payment

of the work that the suppliant executed this work He

has tried to justify his refusal to do the work as part of

the contract by contending that the projection was

increased and became dangerous only when resulting

in his opinion on account of change in the plan the

cribs cmnted have already shown that the cause was

quite different These cribs according to lWcNabbs

evidence canted in body so that the ends of the ties

could not project more afterwards than when they

were put into position thealtered position of the cribs

cannot have increased or lessened this projection If the

cribs had been built with logs projecting eight inches

at first there would have been nothing to cut off The

suppliant has therefore no one to blame but himself if

this work the cost of which was greatly increased be

cause executed in winter had to be done Had he

complied with the conditions of the specifications and

the directions of the engineer he would not have

incurred this expense
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The suppliant also complains in his correspondence 1880

that he was tyrannically treated by engineer McNabb OBRIEN

It seems to me on the contrary that this last entleman
IRE QUrEN

on many occasions shewed great deal of indulgence

towards the contractor With reference to this last

itemhe is far from having exacted what he might have

under the specifications

In accordance with the specifications he could have

ordered that the projecting ends be cut as far down as

the foundations to their proper dimensionwhilst he

was satisfied with their being cut to only twenty feet

below the low water mark Neither did he exact that

they should project but eight inches as stated in the

specifications but allowed them to project as much as

the fenders alongside of the wharf that are twelveinches

thick This work was rendered necessary in order that

vessels be not damaged by these projections No vessel

could have otherwise moored alon gside of the wharf

McNabb in his evidence uses the following words

No vessel would have dared to approach the wharf while those

projections remained as they were

Her sides would have been staved in in few minutes

Yes

We now come to the last item of $1500 which the

suppliant claims for damages suffered by reason of the

insufficiency of the monthly progress estimates and

irregularity of payments The insufficiency of the

estimates has not been proved The work omitted in

the engineers estimates was the work claimed by the

suppliant as extra and which the engineer determined

to reject as being either work within the terms of the

contract or work rendered necessary by the contractors

negligence

It is true payments werenot made in every month
but there is no proof of any negligence or delay in

granting the certificates on which the payments wer@

made Engineer McNabb in his evidence satisfactorilY

36
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explains these delays The first payment of $15000

OBLUN was made on the engineers certificate given by tele

THE QEEL gram dated the 13th of April 1873 before the contractor

had brought materials on the ground or had commenced

work This amount was advanced in order to allow

the contractor to procure the means to start his works

No money afterwards was paid until September 1873

as the works were oniy then sufficiently advanced to

warrant the engineer to give another certificate for eight

thousand seven hundred and ninety-six dollars Certi

ficates were granted in October November and December

of the same year also in January February March

April May June July September and October 1874

The certificate for August was refused because the

engineer was not satisfied of the progress made in the

bracing which he had ordered as forming part of the

work included in the con tract and which the suppliant

refused to go on with because he wanted to be paid for

it as an extra Here the engineer only exercised such

powers as were given him by the contract and it was

for the suppliant to comply with the directions received

and thus not prolong the delay

The last but one of the certificates was for the

$4185.55 granted in October 1874 From that date

until the 17th of March 1875 no certificate was grant

ed because the suppliant neglected to perform works

ordered by the engineer in his letter of the 10th of No
vember 1874 He was endeavoring to have them de
dared extra before executing them

It was only on the 17th of March 1875 when the

wharf was sufficiently completed to be accepted that

the engineer granted his final certificate for the amount

which was paid to the suppliant as appears by his re

ceipt dated the 30th April following The engineer

positively declares that this certificate was granted by
him in his professional capacity without favor and in
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good faith The suppliant has not adduced any evi- 1880

deuce to contradict this statement and have failed to OBRIEN

discover anything in his conduct which can lead me TUE QUEEN

to believe that he acted otherwise than in good faith

For these reasons am satisfied that the suppliants

claim under this item is as ill-founded as under the

preceding items

By reviewing these different items have shown

think that none of them can properly be classed as

extra but that on the contrary they are for work which

either formed part of the contract or were rendered ne

cessary through the contractors fault to complete the

works in accordance with the agreement am there

fore of opinion that the receipt of the 30th April 1875

produced with the plea of payment in full covers not

only the items admitted by the defence but also those

claimed under this petition of right The suppliant

cannot after being paid the amount and after giving

receipt in full of all demands now endeavor to avoid

the consequences of this receipt by alleging that it was

given under protest It is true that on the same day

immediately after he received the sum of $9681 he

wrote to the Minister of Public Works to inform him

that when he signed this receipt he had no intention of

abandoning his claim for extras and of which till that

moment he had not spoken Why did he not then

press his claim and refuse to sign the final receipt they

demanded Can he now repudiate his own act or

does he give good reason No certainly not con

sider the plea of payment is legally proved and is

complete bar to all the items claimed by the petition

and covers the prices agreed upon by the contracts as

well as th extra work ordered in writing by the engi

neer

The Crown has moreover invoked another plea

which is to be found in the eleventh paragraph of th

defence and is as follows
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1880 That by the 9th clause of the contract the determination of the

Minister of Public Works on all differences which might arise dur

ing the execution of the works was final and conclusive

THE QUEEN The clause in the contract reads thus

Ninthly Should any difference of opinion arise as to the con

struction to be put upon any part of the specification or plans the

same shall be determined by the Minister alone and such determi

nation shall be final and conôlusive and binding upon the parties

to this contract and every of them

As it has not been proved that such determination

was ever made by the Minister of Public Works the

Crown could not take advantage of this clause It

appears by the evidence that the report on which the

final settlement of the 30th April 1875 was based was

made by Mr hreiber the engineer in chief but as there

is no power given to the minister to appoint substitute

to fulfil this duty cannot give to ths report the

same effect as would to the determination of the

minister himself as mentioned in the ninth clause

The learned counsel for the Crown contended on this

point that it was an error in the contract and that the

word engineer should be read instead of the word

minister Nothing in my opinion warrants such an

interpretation or modification of the contract party

cannot for any reason whatever without the consent

of the other party modify his obligation However

from what have already said it is evident that this

point is of no importance to the decision of this case

The conclusion at which have arrived is founded

on the reasons which have before given at length and

whichcan be summed up in the following words 1st

The want of written authorization in accordance

with the terms of the contract to performthe extra work
2nd The fact that part of the works for which extra

payment is claimed are works within the terms of the

contract 3rd That part of the works alleged to be

extra were rexidered iecessary on accQuit .f he sup
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pliants negligence and uuskilfulness 4th That the 1880

payment and final settlement which took place on the OBRIEN

80th Apr.11 1875 comprised all the items of the claims
THE QUEEN

For these reasons must dismiss the petition with

costs

On the 16th April 1878 the suppliant took out the

following rule nisi

It is ordered that the defendant upon notice of this rule to be

given to I-Icr Majestys Attorney General for canada and to Messrs

Walker McIntyre Ferguson the agents of the Attorney General

shall at the expiration of eight days from the date of this order or so

soon after as the case can be heard show cause why the verdict or

judgment rendered for the defendant in this cause should not be set

aside and instead thereof verdict or judgment entered for the sup

pliant for such sum or sums as the Court shall see fit or why new

trial should not be directed in this cause on the following grounds

On the grounds disclosed in the affidavit of the suppliant filed

For the erroneous admission as evidence for the defence of

certain reports and written papers signed by one William Marshall

the same not having been duly verified nor the statements therein

proved by evidence

For the erroneous finding of the learned Judge that there had

been final settlement between the parties before action brought

For the erroneous omission of the learned Judge to find that the

damage to works was caused by the dumping of stoie and earth

against the cribs as also by change of the plans and weight of super

structure added to the work as also by the omission to provide for

any solid foundation for the cribs and for dredging the bottom and

also by the general weakening of the binding of the works as pro

vided by the contract necessitated by the superstructure and change

of plan

For the erroneous finding of the learned Judge that certain

extra works charged for had been done without the written authority

of the engineer whereas such written authority was proved and is in

evidence

For the erroneous finding of the learned Judge that it was the

suppliants duty under the contract to do more than he was roved to

have done before sinking the cribs in regard to securing more firm

foundation

For that the claims for scarfing and for piles and fenders and the

sum paid for divers for ballasting and other extras enumerated in his

Lordships judgment were not allowed although the same were
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1880 ordered and adopted by the engineer and accepted by the Govern

ment and the same are not mentioned or estimated for in the
OBRIEN

contract

THE QtTEEN For that certain of the charges are in connection with the trestle

work and are necessary to that work and extras to the verbal contract

and should have been allowed the special conditions of the written

contract not applying thereto

For the discovery of new and important evidence as set forth

in the affidavit so filed as aforesaid

10 That the verdict was against law and evidence andagainst the

weight of evidence

11 For not finding for the suppliant some damages or compensation

for the delays in the payments as required by the contract And in

the meantime it is ordered that all proceedings be stayed

On the 29th April 1878 this rule nisi was discharged

and the suppliant thereupon appealed to the Supreme

Court of Canada

Mr Cockburn for appellant

This petition of right was brought to recover extras

and additions under contract under seal with the

Minister of Public Works to construct deep sea wharf

at Richmond ation at Ealifax and claimed

compensation for serious changes in and damages to

the works already constructed entailing expense and

for delays in the monthly payments made to the snp
pliant

The new works required by the Government consist

ing in coal floor and trestle work and railway upon
the floor materially weakened the wharf as so far con

structed under the contract and suppliant contends that

the damage caused to the whole works was by weight

of this superstructure by the settling and canting of the

cribs

The contract for the wharf is dated 4th Dec 1872

The 7th section which provides for alterations during

the progress of the work is the one on which the case

will tarn We contend the estimates of the engineer is
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not condition precedent but the oniy condition pre-
1880

cedent is that authority in writing to do the work must

be given in advance But we do not admit that we
ThE QUEEN

claim for extra works with the exception perhaps of

small part of our claim as to which there may be

doubt and it can only be as to this part that this con

dition precedent can apply

In the first place the suppliant contends that he was

not required by his contract to prepare solid founda

tion to receive the cribs contention put forward on

part of defendant at the trial On the contrary the

provision as to stepping the bottoms of the cribs after

soundings was all that suppliant was required to do

and all this was faithfully done under the daily inspect

ion of the engineer or his officers in charge without

objection and no such objection was ever urged till

after this action was brought

Now it was some months after work was in progress

that the engineer in charge entered into verbal con

tract with the suppliant to put up the coal floor and

railway on the wharf This we maintain was dis

tinct work There is nothing in the contract to show

the wharf was to be used for shipping coal The

foundation of wharf had been constructed by suppliant

for wharf and not for any superstructure of 200 tons

There was no guarantee of any kind Under the con

tract the cribs were to be bound together at the top

but when the superstructure was required this build

ing had to be cut through so that not only by the

weight of superstructure but also by the loosening of

the bonds the cribs canted

The contract relates to the wharf The coal floor was

done under the personal inspection of the engineer as

to the sufficiency of the work It was an independent

work not contemplated at first There were certain

extras flowing out of this new work for which we claim
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1880 and also certain extras entailed on former work by this

OBRIEN new work

THE QUEEN
The answer admits the work was all Łompleted and

the government entered into ppssession and have had

possession ever since

The provision in the contract that the minister shall

determine applies only to the work under the

contract and in any event the evidence shews the

minister was applied to but failed to comply and there

are cases to show that where what is to be done is in

the power of one of the parties and everything has been

done by the other to have that done this is equivalent

to performance of the condition

Another defence is there was receipt in full This

is only in full of items mentioned in it and does not

apply to the extras the subject-matter of this action

The evidence shews suppliant received the money with

qualification Read Lancashire

The contractor was ordered to desist until the cribs

should find solid foundation showing that no other

foundation was contemplated The steps cannot be

used where there is rock foundation

learned counsel then referred to the evidence to

show that the new work had weakened the original

structure and had it not been for this new work the

cribs would not have canted

This claim for compensation does not come within

31 Vic ch 12

The question comes back to thiswhose duty was it

to prepare the foundation for these cribs

Mr Maclennan Q.O for respondent

The contract in question was made under the Public

Hotharn India Uo Ry Co McN 74

638 McIntosh Chy 527
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Works Act 31 Vic 12 and every provision in that 1880

Act applies to it

The tendency has been towards the curtailment of
THE QUEEN

the powers of Ministers by the Legislature This has

been shown in all departments see especially 31 TTic

regards the contingencies and the various

statutes provide as to how the Crown shall be bound

for articles furnished

Sec of the Act therefore disposes of all claims

outside the contract for there was no authority to bind

the Crown in any other way than provided for by the

statute

Moreover the evidence dOes not show any claim

upon the favour of the Crownthe case is one without

merit The learned judge who tried the case has so

found In the court below my learned friend did not

contend he had any claim outside the contract It is

put on quantum meruit for the first time in appellants

factum

Under the terms of the contract the plaintiff is not

entitled to recover

The evidence shoi the wharf was to be constructed

to bear the heavy traffic of the opean steamships

To entitle the appellant to be paid for work outside

of the contract the written authority of the engineer

was required therefor previous to its execution No

such authority was given for the works claimed as

extras except what has been paid for

The engineer told him certain things would have to

be done in connection with the work before final

estimate would be given The contractor does these

things without claiming extra pay The coal floors

trestle work and railway were not separate work

and could only be done under the contract When

the changes were made the contractor was informed

of them and lie was paid for them under the terms
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1880 of the contract It was the Minister who was to

OBRIEN determine what alterations were to be made The ap

THE QUEEN pellant has been paid for everything he had the written

authority of the engineer to do There is no evidence

that any particular question was submitted to him for

his decision under this clause

Then as to the adaption of the cribs to the bottom

The contract shows what the duty of the contractor

was as to the soundings The suppliant was told

he should do this extra work as part of his contract

and to make hisS contract good and he agreed to do

it Sec 28 of contract says the work throughout

must be executed to the satisfaction of the engineer

who had full power and authority to reject work and

materials not in accordance with the specifications as

expressed or understood The cribs tilted from causes

apart from the coal floor and the engineer required

certain things to be done which were proper and

reasonable The engineer acted in manner favorable

to the contractor as may be seen by referring to the

correspondence

The item of $2000 for cutting off was for

work he was bound to do in accordance with the

specifications

The structure had made no great progress when the

coal floor was agreed upon It was an alteratiàn com

ing within the contract The original structure was

altered This he was bound to give up in business

workmanlike manner He contracted to do it for

$18000 He paid to sub-contractors $6000 ror doing it

The original contract was for work which might be

varied

The wharf was intended to bear thousands of tons and

yet the trestle work disturbed his cribs Keatiig was

obliged to admit that the superstructure could not be

the cause of the tilting of the cribs the cribs
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had been put down in proper manner in the first 1880

place OBRIEN

When the engineer required the protective works he
THE QUEEN

required only what was his duty to require and his

determination is binding upon the suppliant

The two first items in the settlement have been

abandoned The learned Counsel then referred to

Ferguson Corp Gait Diamond McAnnany

Ekins Corp Cy of Bruce Elliott Roy Ex Ins

Go Stodhart Lee Sharp San Paoio By
Scott Liverpool Clarke Watson Ranger

Great Western By Co Roberts Bury 10
As to the receipt Mr BriŁn does not say it was

given under any mistake The documents annexed to

the receipt show how careful the Public Works Depart

ment were in such matters The receipt not having

been signed under any mistake or misapprehension

and with full knowledge for all the substantial items

of his claim had been agitated before it should be

binding on him

Cockburn in reply

The clause in the Public Works Act does not apply

to executed contracts

Our claim .does not come within the contract and

sec 20 shows that it is not an invariable rule that the

contractor should be bound by written contract

RITCrnE

This was an appeal from the judgment of Mr Justice

Fournier dismissing the suppliants petition with costs

referriig to the pleadings His Lordship con

tinued as follows

23 67 Cfiy 597

16 DeG- 334

30 49 18 278

Exch 237 II 72

372 10 310
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1880 have no hesitation at the outset in saying that the

cPBItLEN suppliants contention that this contract and the work

done under it and his claim for compensation is not to
THE QUEEN

be subject to the provisions of the Act 31 Vic ch 12
RitchieC.J An Act respecting the Public Works of Canada can

not be sustained The contract was undoubtedly made

by virtue of the authority of that Act and was duly

executed under seal in accordance with and must

be governed by its provisions By the seventh section

of this Act it is provided that

No deeds contracts documents or writings shall be deemed to be

binding upon the department or shall be held to be the acts of the

said minister unless signed and sealed by him or his deputy and

countersigned by the secretary

And by section 21 which provides that security shall

be taken where any public works are being carried out

by contract and makes provision when the lowest tender

is not taken it is enacted

But no sum of money shall be paid to the contractor on any con

tract nor shall any work be commenced until the contract has been

signed by all the parties therein named nor until the requisite se

curity shall have been given

The substance then of suppliants complaint is that

independent of the original structure agreed for at

$78000 and the coal floor at $18400 and the sum of

$2700 for additional bracing estimated by the engineer

all which sums were duly paid to the suppliant

the engineer required the suppliant to perform vast

amount of extra works involving additional labor and

expenditure of mterials not provided for in any former

contracts or estimates for which the suppliant claim

ed extra payment but which the engineer refused to

allow and obliged suppliant to do the work which he

alleges he did under protest always claiming that such

work should be paid for as extra

The suppliant also complains that such outlay and

expenditure of labor and material was rendered abs
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lutely necessary from want of proper foresight in 1880

making the original plans and for not providing for OiEN
the additional strain or pressure on the work occasioned

fifE QUEEN

by the alterations and additions

He likewise complains of damage and loss from in-
RitchieC.J

equality of payments falling short of what he was en
titled to and that he sustained heavy loss and damage

from irregularityof payments The answer denies that

with the exception of the sums so paid and the $400

paid for the costs of repairs to crib to which it is al

leged the suppliant had no just claim any other work

was performed by the suppliant for which he was or is

entitled to be paid over and above the contract price

The rights of the suppliant must be determined by

the contract and the statute and by these alone It is

not necessary to enquire into or express any opinion as

to the legal bindingeffect on the Crown of the verbal

contract for the coal structure assuming that work to

be outside of and dehors the original contract be

cause it was submitted to the Minister of Public

Works assented to by him and the amount agreed on

by him has been paid but it cannot think be too

unequivocally put forward that neither the engineer

nor the clerk of the works nor any subordinate officer

in charge of any of the public works of the Dominion have

any power or authority express or implied under the

law to bind the Crown to any contract or expenditure

not specifically authorized by the express terms of the

contract duly entered into between the Crown and the

contractor according to law and then only in the

specific manner provided for by the express terms of

the contract

In examining the contract we find that the contractor

undertook for lump sum to construct complete and

finish in every respect to the satisfaction of the minister

all the work required for the construction of deep
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1880 water wharf agreeably to the plans in the engineers

OTRIEN office and specifications and with such directions as

THE QUEEN
would be given by the engineer in charge during the

progress of the work and while the specification and
RitehieC.J

plan exhibited are to be taken to give general idea of

the work required omissions in them are not to be con

sideredas invalidating the contract but the contracting

parties must as the specification says embrace every

thing in their tender whether mentioned or not as

they will be required to complete the work according

to the true intent and meaning of the specification and

plan for the contract sum and as if to prevent the

possibilityof any doubt arising as to the whole work

and everything connected with it necessary fOr its full

and final completion being done and provided by the

contractor it is expressly declared

rj he bulk sum- in the tender must include the entire cost of

furnishing all labor materials tools and machinery and every con

tingency connected with the work and the contractor is to assume

all risks and make good at his own -cost any damage .which may
result from loss of materials or otherwise by storms or from any

other cause whatever during the progress of the work and up to its

full and satisfactory completion

And while provision is made for any change or

alteration of any part of the work which shall be

required by the minister and whether it should entail

extra expense or should be saving to the conS

tractor the amount was to be determined by the

estimate made by the minister his engineer or officer

in charge and while providing that every such change

or alteration shall be made subject to the conditions

stIpulations and covenants in the agreement expressed

as if such change or alteration had been expressed or

specified in the terms of the contract it is provided

that if the contractor is required to do any work or

furnish any materials for which there is not any price

specified in the contract the same shall be paid for
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the estimated prices of the engineer in charge of the 1880

works But it also expressly provided that

No change or alteration whatever and no extra work whatever THE QUEEN
shall be done without the written authority of the engineer in charge

given prior to the execution of such work nor will any allowance or RitchieC.J

payment whatever be made for the same in case it should be done

without such authority

And incase of difference of opinion as to the construc

tion to be put upon any part of the specifications or

plans the same shall be determined by the minister

alone and his determination shall be final and conclu

sive and binding on all parties to the contract

Now to enable the contractor to fulfil his contract

and construct such wharf as he undertook to build

it was absolutely necessary that good solid and suffi

cient foundation should be obtained This the con

tractor think clearly undertook to secure He
undertook to complete the whole work with every thing

that was requisite for the purpose of completion from

the beginning to the end for lump sum
There is not word in the contract from which any

covenant agreement or undertaking express or implied

can be inferred indicating that the Crown in any way

guaranteed the foundation or assumed any responsi

bility therefor On the contrary secs 26 29 and 30

of the specifications most clearly shew that the entire

risk and responsibility was thrown upon the contractor

who could not possibly do what he undertook to do

with defeºtive foundation

learned Chief Justice then read these sections

great portion of the labor expended and materials

furnished for which the suppliant claims compensation

with reference to both the wharf and coal floor was

unquestionably caused by the defective foundation

and this arose from the want of thorough and proper

See 541
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1880 examination of the bottom which does not appear to

OBEIEN have been made by the contractor till he found his

THE QUEEN
work in danger when he says he got divers to explore

the bottom to find if any obstructions lay in the

Ititchie C.J
sites of the cribs when they found several iarge

boulders at the bottom

And as he was in my opinion responsible for the

foundation and could not complete the wharf and coal

floor as he agreed to do by reason of his not having

placed the original wharf on proper foundation the

risk and burihen of securing which think he assumed

under his contract he has no claim whatever in my
opinion on the Crown for any such expenses or outlays

occasioned by his own failure to perform his own under

taking But have gone through the items of his

claim and cannot discover from his own showing

that under the terms of his contract he has established

claim to any one of the items

The suppliant admits the receipt of the contract

price and also the $18400 for the coal floor and addi

tional trestle work and $2781 for extra work which

was agreed onhe says between engineer and him

self and accepted and paid for and $400 for rebuilding

two cribs which were injured by another contractor

which he says was paid for as an extra The amounts

he now claims to recover are as follows Lordship

read the statement of claim

have numbered them in the order put forward in

the suppliants statement of claim they are 15 in all

As to Nos and which refer to removing the boulder

stones and fixing ballast to sustain the cribs they are

in my opinion most clearly matters the contractor was

bound to do under his contract in addition to which

he says

They were not oclered did it because the work was in jeopardy

See 544
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They were done without any instructions or order but simply be- 1880

cause the damage to the cribs was imminent and had to protect
OBaIEN

them at this cost

This no doubt arose from not securing

foundation by reason of which the cribs were likely to BitchieCJ

shift their grouhd His cross-examination clearly shows

that he made no proper exploration of the bottomas he

was bound to do but relied he says on the engineers

and his own soundings which conveyed no adequate

idea of the bottom or what was necessary to be done to

secure solid and proper foundation He says on

cross-examination in the winter of 1878-74 he began

to find the cribs sliding away
And it was in consequence of this sliding away that you made

this work to protect it When found my first cribs likely to

change their position and having great trouble to take them up and

remake parts of them when got them into position again thought

that what led to that trouble rniht lead to further trouble with the

other cribs got divers to explore the bottom and to find if any

obstructions lay in the sites of the cribs They found there were

several large boulders at the bottom which they leaded and attached

piece of cork to line so as to indicate their presence

What asked you was this it was when you found the cribs

subsiding or giving way you did this work to protect the cribs for

which you claim payment Not at all It is distinct thing

altogether

am asking you about the two first items It was when

ound that these cribs were likely to shift their ground and were

shifting their ground protected them

What month was that in Possibly it was March or April

About April as near as can guess the first year

Then understand you had to take some of the work up
Yes had

What was that owing to Owing to the subsidence this

same way and the work breaking asunder in consequence of the

cribs slipping away

After you put them down Yes

Were these the first you put down Yes

Were they sinking in the mud Not so much that as slip

ping out into deeper water

So you took them up and what did you do did not take
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1880 them up altogether one went away and had to tear it to pieces and

put it together again
BRIEN

What was the cause of that The unevenness of the hot-

THE QUEEN torn and the want of level surface for those narrow cribs to rest

RitchieC.J
upon

was just one of the difficulties of the sitiation The

surface below was exceediny irregular It was very difficult place

to build crib-work on

You had considerable difficulty and one crib you had to tear to

pieces and re-build in consequence of its not standing after its being

put down Yes

Was it to prevent recurrence of that you performed this

work It was that led me to explore the whole ground to see if

there were any difficulties in the way that we did not see before and

remove them The soundings did not giye them before

This expenditure was incurred in removing those difficulties

and protecting the cribs from the injuries you feared Yes

To make the work safer in point of fact Yes to provide

that the future work would put down would be safer

That was done without any orders from the engineer or any

body else had none

He says he had no written order nor any communi

cation with the engineer on the subject And if any
inference is to be drawn from his conduct it is very

strongly to the effect that he did not suppoe he had

any past claim to them for on his cross-examination

in answer to the question Did you submit the first

two items of your account tothe engineer he says

did nOt You never made any claim for those

items until you fyled your petition No And

this was years after the work was done and the receipt

to be spoken of hereafter given

Item No 3.Suppliant says Those timbers were

not specified in the contract to be those lengths The

engineer insisted should put in those lengths

demurred to it We had correspondence He finally

ordered it and did so He says the engineer refused

to allow the contractor to put in shorter pieces The

engineer required it to be done according to his conS
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struction of the specification he says he demurred and 1880

claimed it was an extra think it was clearly within OBJtIEN

the contract but if an extra no estimated price or THE QUEEN
written order is shewn without which the contractor

RitchieC.J
is expressly prevented from claiming or recovering

Item 4For extra payment to Graham Bros This

item grew out of what the suppliant calls the second

subordinate or verbal contract He appears to have

proceeded with the work without waiting for plan

which was promised him He says the engineer after

some work was done changed the plan So far from

this being change or alteration under the contract

for which the suppliant has claim against the Crown
not only was there no estimate of the cost or written

authority but the suppliant says telegraphed to

Mr lIlcNabb about this $300 and requested him to pay

it to me but he said he had no authority to pay it
Mc Na bb answer which he received says have no

authority to increase contract price He says It

was deemed necessary and had to bow Clearly

this is not claim enforceable against the crown

As to items and the necessity for this expendi

ture grew out of the yielding of his own work by

reason of the defective foundations and therefore for

the reasons before assigned not chargeable against the

government but in addition to this the suppliant could

not recover if the work had been extra because he has

shewn no estimated price or written authority He

says in answer to the question Had you any orders

as to this too had none but verbally that know

of And here again like the first two items the

inference from his answers on cross-examination are cer

tainly not favorable to his own belief in his present con

tention for he says in answer to the question

You made claim for that as for extra work Yes the engineer

Qrclered the work and did it conceived at the time that every
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1880 order he made was to be paid for He ordered the work and did

OBRIEN
it Did you claim for it as extra at that time Not at that

particular time When did you When put in my bill of costs

TUE QUEEN Did you submit these two items to the engineer think not

RitchieC.J As to No it appears by the suppliants statement

he was putting in the timbers in manner objected to

by the engineer and as to which the suppliant says

My own way was not strictly in accordance with the plan but it was

far better

And again

Then you were not following the plan No was putting

them in away believed to be better

He failed to convince the engineer of this he says his

work was not approved of
And was ordered to put in sort of notch called scarf in the

timbers It was not in the specification or in the plan protested

against it but it was insisted on It was extra work

He says he put it before the engineer as an extra

work which shoulbe paid for What did he say
He insisted it should be done as part of the contract

As to item No 135 fenders not in the specifications

suppliant says they are upright timbers that fend

off vessels such things are attached to wharves

more or less but they are not in my specification or

plan And in answer the question

And they are not mentioned in the specifications anywhere No
not in this specification anywhere but the clerk of the works showed

me specification in his hands where they were mentioned and felt

if they were in any specification they should be put in

On his cross-examination he gives this account of

the transaction

What distinction do you make between items and The

first item 135 fenders at $7 were properly to fend off vessels They

were put all around the whole structure These extra fenders were

added with view of putting false face upon some of the cribs that

went backward out.of line and to bring them back to true line

Timbers were put down in front and braced back and floor run out to

make smooth surface
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It was to remedy the defect in the way in which the cribs rested l88O

on the bottom No you beg the question there It was not to

remedy the defect on the bottom it was to remedy the defect that

accrued from the alteration of the plan THE QcE
These cribs did not lie evenly on the bottom They didlie RItC.J

smoothly but they did not lie on the same bottom They press on the

ground the same as before but they will tiltthe front will not be

perpendicular as it was before

At all events it was to protect vessels from the eflects of the

subsidence of the cribs the fenders were put in No it was not

It was to bring the frontage out so as to make one uniform line

Why was it not uniform line Because the cribs had moved

year after they were built

So the outer wall of the crib was uneven and dangerous to vessels

was that it That was not the intention of the work The work

was merely to please the eye

So it was not dangerous to vessels then It was dangerous

just as dangerous after it was done They were put on to please the

ye merely

Whose eye was it intended to please Everybodys eye

That was your intention in putting them there It was and

it was the intention with every one

How did you gather that gathered it from conversation

explained to Mr McNabb before that intended to do it

So you put that particular item in of your own motion

Yes so as to give good appearnce to the work

Without any request or order for it It was done without any

order but there was verbal instruction

On what ground did you expect pay for it For improving

the wharf and rendering it more uniform did not do it to please

myself

am at loss to conceive what legal claim under

this evidonce can be set up against the Crown

No He says he has no writing for this item

think there is no doubt that the contractor was bound

to put them in in consequence of his own defective

work but as he admits there was no estimate or

Written authority it is clear he has no claim

As to No 10 22 piles there appears to be no

writing authorizing these They became necessary in

oonsequence of defendants bad woric and btd fotnd
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1880 tion they became necessary in order to make his work

OBRIEN satisfactory and from McNabbs evidence it was an

to him instead of requiring him to build

new crib and the suppliant admits that he went on

with the work and did the work in the face of the

distinct declaration that he was not to be paid for it

The items 11 12 13 14 the suppliant was in my
opinion clearly bound to do to fulfil his contract and

were not extra but he claims them as such and that

he had written order to do them as such but

reference to the letter from the engineer to him which

he claims contains the authority to do the work as

extra work shows the exact opposite So far from

treating or ordering the works as extra they were

expressly required to be done by the contractor as part

of his contract in these words

It is necessary that the following works reported on by the clerk

of works should be performed by you under your contract for the

construction of Richmond wharf and beg to request that you will

lose no time in their execution

And on the 19th Nov the engineer writes to OBrien

My letter to you on the 10th instant did not specify any payments

for items to inclusive for the reason it forms part of your contract

for the construction of the wharf

As to the item for damage and loss sustained by

deficiency in and irregularity of payments and expense

incurred in procuring money elsewhere the only merit

that this claim has is that of novelty It has not in

my opinion the slightest legal foundation to rest on

If suppliants conten Lion could prevail thai the Crown

could be bound by verbal communications between

himself and the engineer or officers superintending the

construction of public works or that he could when

called upon to do work as work which the engineer

to whose satisfaction under the ºontract the work was

to be done claimed he was boind to do unde his com
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tract and which he would not be allowed for as extra 1880

do the work and afterwards found thereon legal claim OBrien

against the Crown for the work so done would be
ThE QUEER

simply to permit him to repudiate the express pro-
Rt -im

visions of his contract ignore the authority of the
cie

Minister of Public Works and set at defiance all the

statutory provisions enacted for the protection of the

Crown and the public interest and would allow nay

encourage contractors to impose liabilities on the Crown

without any authority or sanction recognized by law

as competent to bind the Crown

From the suppliants own account of these transac

tions considered in connection with the statute and

the contract it is to my mind abundantly clear that he

has established no case to justify this Court in revers

ing my brother Fourniers decision But it is still

clearer when the suppliants evidence is considered

in connection with that on the part of the Crown
all which has been so fully and so satisfactorily

referred to in the able judgment of my brother

Fournier that it is unnecessary for me to go over it

again In addition to all which after the work

was completed final estimate dated 17th March

1875 was made out and signed by the engineer for

work done and materials delivered up to 9th March

1875 at Richmond deep water wharf specifying the

particulars on contract work and on extra work
with certificate signed by the engineer that the

above estimate is correct that the total value of the

work performed and materials furnished by Mr Wm
OBrien up to the 9th March 1875 is $99581 and

the net amount due $99581 less previous payments

This estimate is the final estimate of the engineer after

the work was performed and without which nor till

ten days after the contractor could not claim the final

balance as provided for by the contract and beneath
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1880 which is the following receipt dated 80th April 1875

OBRIEN signed by the suppliant

THE QUEEN Received from the Intercolonial Railway in full of all demands

against the Government for works under contract as follows Rich

RitcbieC.J mond deep watei wharf works for storage of coal works for bracing

wharf rebuilding two shore cribs the sum of $9681

think this receipt was intended to cover and does

cover as expressed in the engineers certificate the

total value of work performed and materials furnished

by Mr Wm OBrien up to 9th March 1875 not.

withstanding any secret or open intention of Mr

OBrien to put forward after receiving this amount

further claims for more extrawork than was included

in the estimates and certificate

Under all these circumstances have no hesitation

in adopting and affirming the conclusions of my brother

Fournier which he sums up as follows

1st The want of written authorization in accordance with the

terms of the contract to perform the extra work 2nd The fact that

part of the works for which extra payment is claimed are works

within the terms of the contract 3rd that part of the works aleged to

be extra were rendered necessary on account of the suppliants

negligence and unskilfulness 4th the payment and final set

tlement which took place on the 30th April 1875 comprised all the

items of the claims

It is quite unnecessary tO cite any authorities as the

principles of law which govern contracts of this de

scription have been so often and so clearly laid down and

are now so well understood and established will

merely mention two or three cases iii which the ob

servations of several of the learned judges seem pecu

liarly applicable

In Westwood The Secretary of State for india in

council

contract contained clause that the engineer for the time being

should have power to make such additions to or deductions from tiTle

7L 7369
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work as he might think proper and to make such alterations and 1880

deviations as he might judge expedient during the progressof the work

and that the value of all such additions deductions alterations and TEE QUEEN

deviations should be ascertained and added to or deducted from the BitiC
amount of the contract price

and further that if any doubt dispute or difference should arise con

earning the work or relating to the quantity or quality of the materials

employed or as to any additions alterations deductions or deviations

made to in or from the said work the same should from time to time

be referred to and decided by the engineer whose decision should be

final and binding on both parties

In an action to recover the amount of certain extra works

Held that the ascertainment of the value of the extra works was

condition precedent to the right of the plaintiffs to maintain their

action

Wighiman

The great question in this case is whether or no the 11th clause of

this contract amounts to condition precedent The present case

may be limited to the extra works and the question is whether there

was condition precedent that the value of the additions should be

ascertained before the plaintiffs are entitled to maintain their

Then it is said that

the uncertainty of having the value ascertained renders the provision

inoperative As preliminary it seems to me that the value must be

ascertained by agreement between the parties themselves but sup

posing they do not agree there is provision in the contract that it

is to be referred to the decision of the consulting engineer think

therefore that on this point the defendant is entitled to judgment

In Sharpe Saiz Paulo Railway Go the head

note is as follows

In this case the engineer of railway company prepared specifica

tion of the works on proposed railway and certain contractors

fixed prices to the sereral items in the specifications and offered

to construct the railway for the sum total of the prices affixed to the

items contract under seal was thereupon made between the

contractors and the company by which the contractors agreed to

construct and deliver the railway completed by certain day at

sum equal to the sum total above mentioned

Oh App 597
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1880 The contract contained provisions making the certificate of the

OBRIEN engineer conclusive between the parties and it was provided that

all accounts relating to the contract should be submitted to and

THE QUEEN settled by the engineer and that his certificate for the ultimate

RitchieC.J
balance should be final and conclusive

The railway was completed and the engineer gave his final certifi

cate as to the balance due the contractors

The contractors filed bill against the company making claims on

several grounds and praying an account and payment

Held That the contractors could not on mere verbal promises by

the engineer maintain against the company claim to be paid sums

beyond the sums specified in the contract under seal

Held That although the amount of the works to be executed

might have been under-stated in the engineers specification the

contractors could not under the circumstances maintain any claim

against the company on that ground

Held That in the absence of fraud on the part of the engineer

and where his certificate has been made condition precedent to

payment his certificate must be conclusive between the parties

In the Exchequer Chamber the Master of the Rolls

allowed the demurrer and Lord Romilly IL said

It is quite clear that the engineer had no power to vary the con

tract he had power to give directions to do certain things upon the

line within the limits of the contract and if the contractors thought

that these things were not within the contract they

were not bound to do them The bill alleged that the contractors

had executed certain-other works on the faith of the promises and

agreements of Mr Brunlees that the contractors should be paid for

those works by the company but these were merely the inferences

and opinions of the contractors on which the Court could not act

and the company certainly never led the contractors to take any

such view

Then as to the extra works the mere allegation that the con

tractors did these things upon certain vague
statements of the

engineer Brunlees and the allegation of their own feelings and

opinions and the reasons why they did these things would not

ground an equity by which they would be entitled to come for relief

to this court His lordship was of opinion that they were bound by

the contract and that the contract was precise and distinct upon this

subject and that unless the plaintiff could show that the company

had by some means or other in writing not necessarily under seal

See ibid p. 05 note
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clearly and decisively bound themselves the plaintiffs could not vary 1880

the contract and make new and substituted contract by reason of
OBRIEN

any conversations said to have been held with the engineer which it

was obvious upon the bill itself he had repudiated and would not THE QuEE

assent to Ritchie 0.3

The plaintiff had no grounds for relief because Mr Brunlees had

not given the certificates required In Kimberly Dick he con

sidereci the case very fully and had held that if persons chose to enter

into contract by which they agreed that they should be paid what

certain engineer or certain builder should certify is the proper

amount and nothing more they were bound by that if they could

not show any dishonesty or any fraud or sinister motive They must

be bound by their contract and they ought to have considered that

before they entered into it

The Master of the Rolls allowed the demurrer

The plaintiffs appealed when the decision of the

Master of the Rolls was held right and the appeal re

fused

Sir Al James

In this case the contractors undertook to make the railway not to

do certain works but they undertook to complete the whole line

with everything that was requisite for the purpose of completion

from the beginning to the end and they undertook to do it for

lump sum something short of two millions sterling which was the

amount upon which the Brazilian Government had undertaken to

guarantee the interest

The first contract was that the line should be completed for fixed

sum But the plaintiffs say they are upon several heads entitled to

great deal more than that sum The first head is that the earth-

works were insufficiently calculated that the engineer had made out

that the earthworks were two miffion and odd cubic yards whereas

they turned out to be four million and odd cubic yards But that

is precisely the thing which they took the chance or

The plaintiffs say it is quite clear that this was miscalculation

But that was thing the contractors ought to have looked at for

themselves If they did not rely on Mr Brunlees experience and

skill as an engineer they ought to have looked at the consequences

and made out their own calculations

ibid 607
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1880 The bill says that the original specification was not sufficient to

OBRIEN
make complete railway and that it became obvious that something

more would be required to be done in order to make the line But

THE QUEEN their business and what they had contracted to do for lump sum

RitchieC
was to make the line from terminus to terminus complete and both

..__L these items seem to me to be on the face of them entirely included

in the contract They are not in any sense of the word extra works

Then it is alleged that the engineer finding out that this involved

more expense than he had calculated upon promised that he would

make other alterations in the line making corresponding diminu

tion so as to save the contractors from loss on account of that mis

take And then in the vaguest possible way it is said that all these

promises of the engineer were known to and ratified by the company

am of opinion you cannot in that way alter contract under seal

to do works for particular sum of money The plaintifis cannot say

that the company is to give more because the engineer found he had

made mistake and promised he would give more and the company

verbally or in some vague way ratified that promise To my mind it

was perfectly nudurn pacurn It is totally distinct thing from

claim to payment for actual extra works not included in the contract

The very object of leaving these things to be settled by an engineer

is that you are to have the practical knowledge of the engineer

applied to it and that he as an independent man surveyor

valuer an engineer is to say what is the proper sum to be paid under

all the circumstances That was the agreement between the parties

The contractors relied upon Mr Brunlees and the Railway Company

relied upon Mr Brunlees That is the ordinary course between such

companies and such contractors and praºtically it is found to be the

only course that is convenient for all parties and just to all parties

myself should be very loath to interfere with any such stipulation

upon any ground except default or breach of duty on the part of the

engineer

Sir Mellish

am entirely of the same opinion and agree with the reasons

given by the Lord Justice

In Thorne Mayor of London the marginal note

of which is

The defendants being about to erect bridge an engineer prepared

for them at their request certain plans and specifications both of the

Exch 163Q
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bridge and of the mode in which it would be constructed the plain- 1880

tiff on the faith of these plans and specifications and without any OBRIEN

independent inquiry whether the work could be done as specified

entered into contract with the defendants to do it in accordance THE QuEEN

with the terms of the plans and specifications After the plaintiff RitCj
had incurred great expense it was found the work could not be

executed in the manner specified The plaintiff sued the defendants

on the ground of an implied warranty by them that the work could

be executed in the manner described in the plans and specifications

Held that no such warranty could be implied

Kelly said

We must beware how we hold that in contemplation of law pŁo

pie have contracted for something which is not to be found within

the written contract to which they have put their hands or that they

must have intended something which they have not declared thEy

intended and which one of the parties in this case certainly did not

contemplate namely that the work contracted for could be per
formed in the time and mode contained in the specification There

is no authority for so holding and looking to principle it appears to

me that we should be making contract for the parties and dif

ferent one from that into which they have entered if we implied this

warranty It is said that the engineer was the agent of the corpo

ration and must be taken to have contracted for and on behalf of

the corporation that the specification was sufficient and that it was

reasonably practicable to execute the work in the mode prescribed

but the contract entered into by the plaintiff was absolute and un

conditional that he would execute these particular works for cer

tam sum and in certain time

And Amphlett says

The plaintiff instead of employing on his own account competent

engineer made his tender on the footing of the plans and specifica

tions of the engineer of the corporation who was known to him as

an engineer of eminence and reputation The contractor chose to

rely on his well known ability If there had been any case set up of

an attempt to impose on the contractors this matter would have

assumed different aspect but nothing of this kind is suggested

The question which underlies the whole matter is whether the cor

poration impliedly contracted that the plans were such as to make

the work reasonably practicable To say that contractor who has

chosen to rely on the name and reputation of the person employed

Ibid 172 ibid 175
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1880 by the other party when he finds that he should not have done so

OBRIEN
can make the principal liable is going far beyond any case that has

been cited

THE QUEEN
This case went to the Exchequer Chamber and the

BitchieC.J.judgment of the Court of Exchequer was affirmed

Blackburn says

Now certainly when you have formal document under seal with

out warranty in express terms we should not be likely to imply

warranty unless there is the clearest reason for it Mr Benjamin

admits that he is unable to find any analogous cases in which war

ranty has been implied under circumstances similar to these and

it seems to me that the burden is on the plaintiff to show that

warranty is fairly implied may say that far from seeing any

reasons legally or morally just from which we should imply it it

seems to me that the convenience and the right of things are all on

the other side As was well expressed by Mr BaronAmphleU on the

occasion of the consideration of this case by the court below the

contractor might if he doubted whether the scheme was practicable

have asked the corporation for an express stipulation or he might

have declined to enter into the contract He has done neither He

has chosen rather to act on Mr Cubizs reputation or his own notions

as to its being practicable and has asked for nothing It seems to

me that if we were to introduce warranty we should be putting

something into the contract which not only the parties did not put

in it but which they did not intend to put in it and which if it had

been proposed to them would probably have been refused or if they

had agreed to any at all it would have been warranty considerably

modifying any provisions as to how the work was to be carried out

Taking that view of it agree with what is the substance of the judg

ment below that the plaintiff cannot recover on an implied warranty

there being no express warranty in the contract and consequently

the judgment of the court below must be affirmed

.Mellor says
The contractors were at liberty if they pleased to employ their

own engineer to see whether or not these plans were such as could

be executed and executed within the time limited Both of the

parties were think on equal terms

Lush says

also concur in the opinion of my learned brothers that the judg

nent of the court below ought to be affirmed and do so on the short

L.B 10 Excb 112
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ground that there is nothing in the contract which shows an inten- 1880

tion on the part of the corporation to warrant the efficiency of the
OBRIEN

mode described of keeping out the water and so enabling the con-

tractors to go on with the work of building up the piers of the bridge rAE QUEEN

It is admitted that there is no express contract of the kind and there is RitC.J
nothing whatever in my opinion to justify the court in implying any

such contract therefore to impose such an obligation on the corpo

ration would be to introduce stipulation into the contract which

the parties either from design or inadvertence it does not matter

which omitted and we should by so doing introduce new term

into the contract which the court certainly is not competent to do

Tharsis Sulphur Coy MElroy
contract for the construction of large iron buildings for lump

sum contained clause that no alterations or additions should be

made without written order from the employers engineer and no

allegation from the contractors or knowledge of or acquiesence in

such alterations or additions on the part of the employers their

engineers or inspectors should be accepted or available as equivalent

to the certificate of the engineer or as in any way superseding

the necessity of such certificate as the sole warrant for such

alterations and additions during the execution of the contract the

contractors alleged it was impossible to cast certain iron trough

girders of specified weight and subsequently they were allowed to

erect girders of much heavier weight and the actual weights were

entered in the engineers certificate issued from time to time author

izing interim payments On the completion of the work the con

tractors claimed considerable amount in excess of the contract

price for the extra weight of metal required Held That the

engineers certificates were not written orders and the claim was

therefore excluded by the terms of the contract

STRONG .T was of opinion that the judgment of the

Exchequer Court should be affirmed and delivered

written judgment to that effect

FOTJRNIER adhered to the judgaient delivered by

him in the Court below

HENRY

This action was brought by the suppliant by petition

to recover payment for extra work alleged to have been

App Cases 1040

38
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1880 done by him in connection with two contracts entered

OBRIEN into by him for the thection in the fiiStlc of awharf

at Rzchmond Nova Scotia and secondly for tielhs

work thereon foi the shipment of coal He was paid

the contract piices Tor both and also for some extia

work dolie by him ibr which he gave receipt in full

One defence set ip is that the receipt in question is

discharge in full of all claims and demands and it

would be if the amount stated in it was received and

accepted as the full amount then due the suppliant or

claimed by him The receipt is in these words

Received from the Intercolonial Railway in full of all amounts

against the Government for works under contract as follows Rich

mond deep water wharf works for storage of coal work for bracing

wharf re-building two stone cribs the sum of nine thousand six hun

died and eighty one dollars this 30th day of April 1875

Signed WILLIAM OBRIEN

Preceding this receipt on the same sheet is full

statement of the items for which the suppliant was

paid shewing the amount stated in the receipt as the

balance then due him for but four items which do not

in any way include or refer to any of the items which

form his present demand The receipt or diacharge is

for other works than those in question in this suit and

therefore inapplicthle to those latter items and no

release for them and the issue raised by the sixth

plea that the sum of $9681 Was received and accepted

by him in full satisfaction and discharge of all demands

against Her Majesty in respect of the said works is

not proved and must therefore in my opinion be

adjudged in favor of the suppliant

The seventh clause of the contract provides for

changes or alterations either in the position or details

of the work bat no change or alteration whatever was

to be made and no extra work whatever to be done

Without the written authority of the engineer in

charge given prior to the execution of such work
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The contractor according to the terms of that clause 1880

could only recover for such changes or alterations or OEN
extra work as had been so ordered in writing HeT EEN

would not be bound to make any changes or alterations

or do any extra work unless ordered in writing
Henry

The evidence on both sides written and oral shows

that large amount of the extra work for which the

suppliant claims compensation was ordered in writing

by the engineer in charge of the works but he alleged

at the same time that such work was part of the con

tract and that the compensation therefor was included

in the lump sum therein named The suppliant how

ever at the time disagreed to that contention but being

bound to perform the work so ordered under the said

seventh clause he notified the engineer that he would

perform the work ordered but only under the terms

of that clause

The ninth clause of the agreement contains provi

sion that

Should any difference of opinion arise as to the construction to be

put upon any part of the specifications or plans the same shall be

determined by the Minister alone and such determination shall be

final and conclusive and binding upon the parties to this contract

and every of them

There is nothing in the evidence to show that the ques
tion in difference in this respect between the engineer

and the suppliant was ever submitted by the engineer

for the decision of the Minister or that he the Minister

ever made any decision or in reference to such work

put any construction on the specifications or plans

That such was not done appears not to have been

the fault of the suppliant for he addressed letters to

the Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial Railway Mr
Schreiber to Mr Brydges and also to the Minister

protesting against the ruling of the resident engineer

and asking for an investigation and decision to which
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1880 he received but one answer and that was from Mr

OB1wN Schreiber declining to interfere The work having

THE QUEEN
been ordered in writing and the Minister failing

even to reply to the urgent request of the suppliant

Henry
to decide the matters in dispute and the resident

engineer having no power to construe judicially

the agreement specifications or plans the question

is an open one which we are called upon to decide

as we best may from the evidence before us and

that under the circumstances think we can legiti

mately do

It is admitted on all sides that great part

of the extra work was rendered necessary by the

sinking tilting and upsetting of some of the cribs

caused in great degree by their foundation being soft

and unsustaining and as alleged by the suppliant and

to some exteit admitted by the resident engineer in

consequence of change made by the latter in the con

struction of the wharf and the erection of raised trellis

work and coal-floor in the building by which it is al

leged the connections of the cribs was weakened and

unable on one side of the trellis-work to bear the extra

weight of the added works In respect therefore of

the question of sustaining foundation the want of

which seems to have created the necessityfor the extra

expenditurewe must see where the fult lies and

in doing so we must first ascertain what the work was

that the suppliant undertook to perform

It was to build wharf of certain dimensions and in

such manner as the specifications and plans showed

and undoubtedly oii the site and foundation selected

by the engineer and pointed out to the suppliant

Section of the specification referring to one of the

plans is as follows

On figure one are laid c1owi three parallel lines of soundings taken

on west side centre and east side of wharf but contractors are re
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quired to verify the same before tendering for the work As soon as 1880

the work is commenced accurate sounclins for each crib must be
OBRIEN

made by the contractor that the outline of the bottom may be known

previous to their being founded and provision mus be made for the THE QUEEN

slope of the ground by stepping the bottom courses in the manner

shown on the plan as each crib must be carried up perfectly level ........L

There is here no provision for sustaining bottom

It was not the sustaining power of the bottom but the

correctness of the three parallel lilies of soundings
that was to be proved and contractors were call

ed upon to verify the same The outline of

the then existing bottom was therefore alone to

be verified by the contractors before tendering

and accurate soundings were to be made for each crib

and any unevenness in the outline of the bottom was

to be overcome by the stepping of the cribs Such

then is the description of the work the contractor was

expected and contracted to do and not in any way
touching the uestion of sustaining bottom In fact

the contractor was not to alter or change the bottom

but to fit the cribs to it as it then was If he had been

expected to excavate and remove any accumulation of

unsustaining matter or to make sustaining bottom by
means of stones thrown down and graded or levelled or

otherwise the specification would have shown it and

the agreement would have included reference to

it and compensation for the outlay and the schedule

of prices for the monthly payments would have included

the cost of that artificial sustaining foundation Such

provision would have nevertheless been to some extent

in conflict with the provision to erect the wharf by

verifying the soundings to the top of the bottom as

then existing and on .which the work was to be laid

The contract and specification contain no one expres

sion to sustain the construction that the suppliant was

to do anything more than to erect the cribs upon and

step them to suit the form nd shape of the then exist-
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1880 ing bottom All the documents show he was paid for

ON nothing else and when contractor tenders for work

ThE QUEEN
and enters into contract to perform certain and defined

works according to specification and plans how can

he be expected to perfoi works not mentioned or in

cluded therein and for which no compensation is pro

vided

Section 13 of the specification shows conclusively to

my mind that when the tenders were asked for and the

contract entered into the party who prepared the speci

fication acting for the Minister fully intended that the

cribs should be adapted to and settled upon the then

outline of the bottom under the belief it would be suffi

ciently sustaining or that at least if the cribs were

stepped to suit the existing bottom they would settle

evenly It provides that

So soon as it is considered by the engineer orofficer in charge that

firm foundation has been obtained and the cribs have settled to their

proper position they will be connected at the top both in horizontal

and -transverse direôtion by three rows of timber

This shows plainly that it was expected there would

be some settling for which the stepping of the cribs

was intended to sufficiently prevent to any great extent

and to overcome From such evidence of facts can

come to no other conclusion than that the suppliant in

stepping and sinking the cribs on the then out

line of the bottom did exactly what he had con

tracted to do He was bound to do the work With
such directions as shall be given by the engineer

or officer in charge during the progress of the work
It is shown that man named William Marshall ap
parently very competent person was the officer in

constant supervision and direction of the works The

cribs were all made stepped and sunk by his direction

and with his approval They were so sunk on the out

iftie of the bottom thei existing with the exception of
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the removal of some boulders by the suppliant which 1880

would have iterferOd with the proper setfling of the ORIEN
cribs on the bottom The cubs were properly ballasted

LHE QUEEN
and sunk and stepped so as to be level and according

to the specificatioii The work ws dohe to t1e atis

faction of Marshall and that is all the suppliant con

tracted to do Although all this appears satisfactorily

by the evidence it is contended that because dur

ing the progress of the works after the completion

of the cribs some of them tilted and moved and

one tumbled over in consequence of the soft bot

tom the suppliant was bound by fenders piles and

other means not included in the specification to remedy
the damage so as to render the wharf safe fbr vessels to

lie beside and load at it Tinder the true construction

of the agreement as far as have yet referred to it and

the work to he done under it feel bound to say that

such conclusion would be wholy inequitable and

think unwarranted The suppliant was not only told

by the specification to place the cribs where and in

the manner he did place them but did so by the direc

tion and with the approval of the other contracting

party by his agent the officer in charge as provided by

the agreement and how then can that other contract

ing party be permitted to transfer the blame of not

providing in the contract for proper sustaining bottom

from the engineer who planned the work to the innocent

contractor who erected the works according to his con

tract and to the satisfaction of the officers in charge
How can he be permitted to order the works to be

erected on certain foundation and then complain that

his own orders were carried out when his plans have

failed and to call upon the contractor to bear heavy
loss arising from the fault of his own specification If

engage contractor to build stone wall in trench

foot deep and after two-f hirjs of is set up and
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1880 accepted and approved wet weather supervenes the

OBRJEN foundations give way and the wall topples over or

THE EEN sinks into bog could either equitably or legally

require him at his own cost to rebuild or repair it
Heniy

That position is in my opinion identical with that in the

present case

If party undertakes to perform work in situation

and under circumstances which he subsequently finds

impracticable he is admit liable to the consequences

of his failure unless he has guarantee from the other

contracting party against the existence of the con

trolling causes of failure Here the position is different

for when the cribs tilted and got into wrong position

the engineer instead of leaving the suppliant to fulfil

his contract as he best could relieved him of his respon

sibility to have them replaced if he were under the

circumstances bound to do so by ordering the execution

of other and extra works not provided for in the specifi

cation There was no agreement for the substitution of

the works ordered and claimed as extra by the suppliant

If there had been the suppliant would have been

estopped from claiming compensation The engineer

had the right to order changes and alterations

of the details ol the works in progress or any

extra works Those claimed for are clearly not

in the shape of changes or alterations but

extra works When the cribs got tilted or injured and

it was the duty of the suppliant to replace them the

engineer could have required him to do so and the

former could either have done so or resisted the demand

that he should do so Or the engineer might have

waived his replacing them on condition that he the

suppliant would perform the extra work as compro

mise for not being required to replace them Nothing

of this was done but the engineer peremptorily ordered

the excutiou of the extra works as being covered by
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and included in the original specification when such 1880

was not the case and the necessity for which could not OBRIEN

have been foreseen or anticipated If the suppliant ThE QUEEN
failed in his contract of which however see no

evidence he was legally answerable for the conse-
em

quences but know of no law and can discover no

authority in the contract to make the engineer judge of

the penalty for such failure The suppliant never agreed

to perform at his own cost the extra labour and furnish

the materials which became necessary from the giving

way of the cribs but did it as he protested at the time

under the seventh clause of the agreement am there

fore of the opinion that he is entitled to recover therefor

sufficient sum to indemnify him for his outlay

For the first two items of the suppliants claim he

cannot in my opinion recover as he admits he had no

orders to do the work charged for

As to the third item have some doubts owing to

the absence of satisfactory scientific evidence and as

feel unable to ay that the specification would have

been fulfilled by the use of shorter timbers breaking

joints as provided for in the case of the three large

cribs do not feel justified in deciding the engineer

had not the right under the specification to require the

lengths insisted upon by him

As to item four have some difficulty arising from

the want of explicit evidence as to whether the alleged

change was really made From the evidence of the

suppliant would say it was different from the original

agreement for the coal structure but the plan had not

been prepared when the agreement was made When

it was extra work appeared by it to be necessary which

cost the suppliant $300 am inclined to think him

entitled to it but Owing to the loose way the verbal

contract was entered into have some doubt and

therefore do not feel justified in allowing for it
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1880 For the 5th and 6th items for raising tiestle-work

OrnEN and for timber for the same think the suppliant

THE QUEEN
should be paid The work 4ily mder4 and

became necessar as the engineer himself adrnitsin
Hez1r3rI

consequence to great extent of the subsiding 01

canting of the cribs caused by the soft foundation

Item think also he is entitled to be paid for as

the work was ordere4 but not included in the specifi

cation

Items and 10 were not required by the specifica

tion and for the reasons already given think the

suppliant is entitled to recover for and 10 ordered

by the engineer but not for which work was done

by the suppliant himself without any such order

Items 11 12 and 13 were not included in the speci

fication but the work was ordered in writing to be

done by the engineer It was required in consequence
of the upsetting or canting of the cribs by the yielding

of the foundation and for the reasons already given

think the suppliant is entitled to compensation for the

extra work done

Item 14 for cutting off the projecting ends of logs

although ordered by the engineer to be done should

not think be allowed un4er the evidence By the

specification the ends of the logs were to be cut off at

the distance of eight inches from the connecting notch

for the junction with the side timbers and if they had

been so cut cannot see how they could have been

outside of the fenders which were 12 inches outside of

the side timbers and had the cross timbers been so

cut they would certainly not only not have required

cutting again but would have been four inches inside

of the fenders All the cutting then tobring the ends

of the logs even with the fenders was in my judgment

only pursuing the agreement as statd in the specifica

tion and for .which cailnot see the suppliant has any

claim for compei sation
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As to item 15 think the evidence is insufficient to
1880

base any claim for damages It is conflicting and

although delays did take place and possibly unneces- THE QUEEN

sary in some of the cases there is shown no legal eiaii
Iienry

for damages The payments were to be mademonthly

as the work proceeded on the certificate of the engineer

and they were so made but the suppliant complains

the engineer improperly on some occasions withheld

his certificate This is denied by the engineer and

reasons are given by him for the delay but although

in one instance they may be considered hardly suffi

cient dont think the withholding of the certificate

for certain time under the circumstances would

warrant judgment for special damages

There is one clause of the specification No 30 to

which am bound to refer

The bulk sum mentioned in the tender must include the entire

cost of furnishing all labour materials tools and machinery and

every contingency connected with the work and the contractor is to

assume all risks and make good at his own cost any damage which

may result from loss of materials or otherwise by storms or from

any other cause whatsoever during the progress of the work and

up to its full and satisfactory completion

This clause is not specially pleaded as an answer to

the suppliants claims nor is it in any way alleged that

under the sweeping and comprehensive expression

therein or from any other cause whatever during

the progress of the work the suppliant took upon him

self the risk of sustaining foundation for the cribsthe

want of which necessitated the performance of

so much extra work That issue was not raised

by the pleadings and we are therefore not called

upon to decide it but if we were would feel

bound to say in addition to the views have

already expressed that such defence could not be

set up where the cause of the extra work was solely
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to be attributed to the defect in the foundation of the

OBRIEN cribs by their having been placed with the concur

THE QUEEN rence and by the direction of the engineer and

Henr
provided for so plainly and palpably in the specification

The bulk sum mentioned was certainly to include com

pensation for every contingency conneited with the

work but that work was the building of the wharf

as described in the specification from the outline of

the bottom then existing and the contingency was

limited to that work The contractor was certainly to

assume all risks and make good at his own cost any

damage which might result from loss of materials or

otherwise by storms and then follow the words or
from any cause whatsoever but the latter cannot be

construed to include the overt acts of the other con

tracting party or to vary the true construction of the

specification The causes covered by the words in

question must think be ejusdern generis with the

two preceding provisions and within the terms of the

contract as statd and set out in the specification and

within the compass of the work prescribed to be done

The law as found in the cases cited by my learned

Chief is unquestionable but in my opinion this case

is essentially different from any of them

think for the reasons given the appeal should be

allowed and that judgment should be entered for the

plaintiff for the amount of theitems have enumerated

with costs

TASCIIEREAU

concur in the reasons given by the Chief Justice

for dismissing this appeal think that the appellant

has been paid in full the contract price and all the

extras done in pursuance thereof that for the extras

outside of the contract the appellant has failed to pro

duce written authorization in cordance with the
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clear terms of section seven of the said contract and 1880

without which he can not claim such extras and OBRIEN

lastly that the receipt dated April 30 1875 by the
THE QUEEN

appellant to the Crown is complete bar to appellants
Taschereau

claim

am of opinion the appeal should be dismissed

Appeal dismissed with costs

Solicitor for appellant Robert Motton

Solicitors for respondent Mowat Maciennan

Downey


